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PAULINE

SEWALL came Into
her chamber and sat down abstractedly before her dressing table. She had been married little
more than a month, and her first quarrel with her husband had taken place
not qùite five minutes before. She had
left the scene of the conflict with the
proud air of a victorious general withdrawing his troops, but now. as she sat
down to review the battle, her heart
sank with the heavy consciousness that
she had had decidedly the worst of it.
It was not that she had not a glorious cause, nor could she claim that she
had been taken unawares, l'anime had
long foreseen and been prepared for
this struggle. Her array of arguments,
linn and invulnerable, had been drawn
up in line of battle and reviewed many
Words were to be the o::!y
times.
Tears, the exclusive and
weapons.

overwhelming allies of her
be scornfully rejected. There should

sex. were to

fair contest, in which man. traditional oppressor, serene and incredulous of defeat, should be overcome on
his own field of action and with his
own methods of warfare, but so courteously and with so little flashing of
arms and war of artillery that lie
be

a

might scarcely know himself beaten,
und peace was to follow. Immediate
and lasting.
Few campaigns, however, follow tlie
The
exact lines marked out for thVui.
attack had come so sudden. That glittering line of argument, so Invincible
when on parade, hail (led helter skelter.
Λ horrid sense of confusion, the sharp
sting of a wound, a blind skirmish
with poisoned arrows—obsolete and unworthy weapon—and the sight of the
enemy, pian, in agony, and down goes
woman once more, vanquished by her-

self.
Pauline drew a sharp breath and.
turning quickly, took up her husband's
photograph to study it intently and
as if she had uever seen It

curiously,

before. She herself was twenty-three.
She had married a man of sixty. She
had secretly feared and adored this
man, her father's friend, all through
her girlhood, admiring him for the ability which had brought him. a typical

"self made" man, from errand boy
of one of the largest dry goods
shops in New York; pitying him for Ids
misfortunes, the hysterical, weak minded wife, who had died five years ago.
and his two sons, both weak and bad,
who had done their undramatic worst
to

owner

ruin him and his fortunes.
The story was commonplace enough,
but It had come very close to Pauline,
who had watched the fortitude and
strength of her hero from day to day

to

for so many years.
There had been plenty of people, at
the announcement of Mr. Se wall's second engagement, who had whispered
of doting old men and portionless irlrls
who married for money, but l'anime
had no Illusions as to the position of
things. She knew very well that he

j was

Whose Ad.?

rape or hysteria his experience or the
bitterness of his spirit may have led
him to expect, nothing followed. Fauline took the paper mechanically from
his hand and went quietly and without
α word out of the room.
In the days that followed there came
to her a curious sense of relief, almost
lier doom had fallen, and
of rest.
there was a sort of poetic Justice about

.·······

Ever since the exhibition of "baby
paired.
beef" in the Salt Lake markets at Christmas time there has been a distinctly new
D. PARK,
A Letter from Sam Farmer.
demand for that class of stock in the
city. Local feeders were astonished at
(Turf, Farm and Home.)
Licensed Auctioneer,
MAINE.
Arkansas City, Kan., Feb. 19, 1903. the SOO-pnund carcass of an eighteen·
SOUTH PARIS,
steer.
Since then there has
Mr. Editor:—We have just enjoyed a months-old
I«nus tolerate.
been a very general inquiry as to the
two days' Farmers' institute in Grange
to make a mere calf
jI-jBtfc Λ PARKER,
Hall, this city. A very interesting and handling necessary to a first class threeout" equal
instructive meeting. Prof. J. D. Waiters ••dress
Attorney· and counsellor» at Law,
from the range. It is known
from Kansas State Agricultural College year-old
MAINS.
Kl'MFORD FALLS,
that to produce such results in "baby
at
was
Kan.,
and
Mannatin,
present
A Special Collection Department.
beef" there must not be a day lost from
Ralph T. Parke > made several very instructive addresses,
uecrge D. BUt**:,
birth to the block. The very "calf
also Miss Elizabeth Agnew from same the
fat" that covers the frame when the calf
L. BUCK,
college, who enlightened the ladies of is born must be maintained and added to
the Grange on the scientific and economic
The mother's milk is suffieach
Surgeon Dentist,
subjects of cooking, all of which were cient day.
until the calf is five or six weeks
Maine.
south paris,
very entertaining to a large congregation
when a spoonful of linseed oil at
in attendance. A large
number of old.
'-est work warrante·I.
ν
each feed may be given. This can be
Grangers and farmers were present from
gradually increased and oatmeal added
uearly all the townships in Cowley as
κ h i' Junes,
the calf gets older, and at ten
the
most
terrific
county, notwithstanding
weeks the calf will relish a liberal ration
blizzard for several years had been in
Dentist,
of commeal and crushed oats, together
progress, followed by several days of the with
MAINE.
SdRWA Y,
chopped lucerne. From this time
roost severe cold weather known in this
on the calf will eat of nearly everything
to 4.
a long time; temperature a
for
1«—1
to
Hour»—»
country
Oflce
before it, and its appetite will infew degrees below zero. The Institute placed
crease each day, provided it has plenty
iKATlC WOODBURY, A.M., M.D.,
was a complete success, owing no doubt,
of exercise. From six months onward
to the inhabitants, the most of whom
the calf should have all it will eat of
Physician A Burgeon,
are
immigrants from the far East and alfalfa, cracked wheat, barley, pasture
MAINE.
PARls,
of
n,>UTH
the inNorth, who were the cream
and sugar beets or mangels.
habitants of their native home for courtr. : residence, li High Street.
With the above treatment the calf, if a
and
and
age. pluck
general intelligence,
of some beef breed, should
"
wheu they start in a worthy cause they high grade
weigh from 1,100 to 1,300 pounds at
to
a comit
with
through
energy
push
fifteen to eighteen months old. That
Attorney *t Law,
plete finish. The ladies of the institute there is more profit in such beef producMAINE
did quite as much or more toward makSnRWn,
tion is certified to by hundreds of growe« tvn» a spec'al»»
<ing the institute entertaining as did the ers in the
Home RockMississippi Valley States and
gentlemen although all believing in co
the few who have tried the plan in
M SR.ilCK * PARK.
operation instead of competition; hence by
Utah. Furthermore, the most carefully
are believers in socialism.
statistics show conclusively
Attorneys at Law,
Cattle have fallen off in price here 2 12 prepared
that the great profit is in the early period
MAINE.
HËTHKL,
cents a pound live weight, since one year
of the life of the steer. Competent
Kllery C. Park
λ
*on K. Uerrlek.
ago, wliich seems strange; while meats
authorities give out the following regardconsumers
the
are costing
very nearly
!IN ?. HARLOW,
the periods in the life of a steer as
the same old price, and the expense ot ing
determined by experiments with a large
has
been
hist
the
extremely
feeding
year,
Attorney at Law,
number of cattle:
vaine.
high and now the farmers who were forυιχι-ιιι.υ.
The first period, from birth to 297 days
tunate in raising a good crop of corn,
old the gain per head wasTSO pounds, an
last year, and fed it to their stock, are
LAVTON K. BKOOKS,
average gain of 2.63 pounds per day.
compelled now to sell for 2 1-2 cents a
The second period, beginning at 297
Attorney at Law.
pound less than they paid for their stock, days and lasting 315 days, the gain was
corn
their
absorbs
which
last year,
crop
Notary Public.
554 pounds, or a daily average gain of
and leaves them the pleasure of doing
MAINE.
S<)UTH PARIS,
1.70 pounds.
all that hard work for nothing. Fine,
The third period, commencing at 615
atten-1
pi il
lis receive my prompt pert-onal
isn't it'.' We are told by reliable men
tl.in
days and lasting 331 days, the gain was
a
that
business
the
in
cattle
are
Is
who
claim
made
paid.
Ittance»
day
He
30."· pounds, or .92 pound per day.
mtiers reported on promptly.
A
ring "O" is found in all the cattle yards
Tiie fourth period, commencing at 943
where cattle are bought and sold in the
SOTIfES.
and lasting 340 days, the gain was
ΡΚΟΒΛΤΚ
days
meet
all
of
stock
West, where the buyers
299 pounds, or .S8 pound per day.
T a ι er»ons Interested In either of the estate*
all
and
market
on
days
every morning
hereinafter named
Added to the above it can be shown as
for
at Pari». In and
Ai λ Probate Court held
agree on the highest price to pay
conclusively that the calf gain costs
1: < ( Mity of oxford. os the thlnl Tuesday
under
themselves
all
bind
and
that
day
half of what the yearling to two-year-old
M ir ,lu !a' vearofour Lord one thousand nlae
above the price
I three, the following matter having heavy penalties not to go
gain does, and the older the steer is the
-, ented forthe sctlon thereupon herein·
rt·
agreed upon for that day. In that way more each pound of gain costs.
Med, it Is hereby Orkkrkd
after u
or down as it
the
up
price
they put
The tables from which these figures
That notice thereof be given to all persons In·
interest to do; so when
tere-u··!. ν musing a copy of this orvler to be seems for their
are taken are compiled and approved by
the supply is light up goes the price,
α :.ι ι· ! three weeis successively In the Ox·
authorities on cattle hus?.,.r! I'l ii ocrat, a newspaper published at South which induces the drovers the next week the greatest
Farmer.
a
Paris, lo «aid County, tnat they may appear at
bandry.—(Interruountain
when
and over supply
( "an to be held at NU Parts, on the to make a rush
is
of
the
nine
haul
at
D.
1M»S.
a
and
Most.
A.
Need
big
down goes the price
t:
What Farmers
Tue-layof April,
Win trie forenoon, and be heard thereon if made,
c
while the manufactured meats
:
cause
tee
tney
are selling at the same price right along.
Ο Κ Ε ATA VERMONT WOMAN THINKS THE
WII.Lt \M G H A MMOND, late of Part·, de- It
are beiif plain to see how the
Wl and petition for probate thereof
a few individEST ΝΕΕΙ» IS A GOOD WIFE.
along
by
the
executor
iugfobbed
right
pre. u-l ν Henry D. Hammond,
uals. The same thing is being done
therein named.
'
this city though perhaps in
ΚΙΛ Α EF6KNIR ROBINS ·Ν. late of Buck- right here iu
We have been much interested in your
Beef cattle are
d·
ifns-eil. Will and petition tor probate a little different way.
on what fumiers need most. ]
discussion
A
RobinUred
of
">
the
to
creof an>t
appointment
bought on the foot from 2 1-2 cents
We are told they need brains and college ;
almlnlstrator with the will annexed prea
pound and the manufactured education and natural ability and all ι
> ute :
Κ red A. Robinson, husband of said cents
0
for
meats are sold, the poorest pieces
deceased.
those things. Granted; so do men in
to 10 cents per pound for porter
MARY O. TIBBETTS. late of Hiram, de- cents up
every walk of life. But now, really,
attlanks
and
thereof
with
bone
for
steaks,
house
W1I1 an t petition
probate
doesn't he need most of all thing's a good,
therepresent ! by ttta >tarblr»l, the executrix
tached though a part of a very big bone
economical, kind and charitable wife?
in named.
is whacked off by the cleaver occasional\\ hat could he do with one who does
LI//1Κ Κ TURNER, late of Bucktleld, .le
ly.
and
thereof
not save and help in kiud words
W Li and
i.e :
petition for probate
our governsins
tlie
of
One
greatest
who is not interested in farm
;r«-«erteil by Arthur E. Cole, the executor
our I sympathy,
of
the
is
of
is
allowing
ment
therein named.
guilty
I life and cannot help, if there is need? I
domestic animals to be treated the way
and helped out
SAMUEL D. McKUSICK. late of Denmark,
and was a farmer's daughter
Will and petition foi probate thereof they are on the ranches in the West
■leiet-ed
tell good hay from poor,
could
of
doors;
executrix
>r -em·
by Sarah C. M Kuslck, the
North Western states where cattle and and could feed cows and hogs. Now I
therein named.
horses are kept in vast numbers with no
am a farmer's wife and am not obliged
deceased.
Hartford,
of
late
Kt"PU> BRYANT,
the best
provision for food or shelter and often
to do these things, but know
Petition for the appointment of Frederick R.
true
water during the winter months;
and
I>Ter ur some other suitable person as adminiscow and how many cows there are,
will
stock
when
a
creditor.
some
go
there are
trator presented by Eben L Andrews,
years
I can pull weeds in the garden, if need ;
innot
but
all
winter
the
right,
through
ARABELLA CARTER, late of Paris, dehusband has modern machinery, j
when snows be. My
<eas« !
Second account presented for allowance frequently there are times
but is old fashioned enough to use a !
by Mary B. Carter an 1 P. J. ParrN. trustee·.
and blizzards abound, and nearly all the
his corn, as many now do
the hoe among
SAR AH A. JONES, late of Oxford, deceased. watering places are frozen solid,
not. We could make butter and cheese
snows, and
K1r«t .« count presented for allowauce by John
with
covered
all
deep
grass
before the creamery came along. In the ,
H. Jones and Harry 1. Dodge, administrators.
with no shelter from the winds and
hand. ;
'tiOs
we made our own cloth by
NINA A. WADLEIUH of Porter, ward. storms on a bleak prairie the poor dumb
is no more independent life !
There
Petition for license to sell and conv»y real estate
animals are left to freeze aud starve to than that of the farmer, and none where
prvseuted by Ueorge W. Wadletgh, Jr., guardeath. People in the East have their the
be saved,
llan.
money needs more to
organizations to prohibit cruelty to ani- either. The farmer has all the meat he
Κ LI. A K. KING, late of Paris, deceased. Peto
the
suffering
mals with no comparison
tition for al.uwance out of personal estate pre·
of trusts; but he can't
Has the needs, regardless
(ented by A. C. Thomas King, widower.
out on the Western ranches.
sure
indulge in extras, as one thing is
aud
this
when
prosnot
come
great
time
\MEL1.« J. MONK, late of Hebron,deceased.
for the farmer that is taxes. He must
after these inlook
Petition f„r license to sell and convey real estate
should
nation
cost
Schools
perous
save the change for them.
presented by Sylvanus M. Bean, a milnlstrator. human
practices and pass laws to compel
did a few years ago,
what
double
they
for
and
Petition
J Κ SisIΕ S. MILLETT of Parts.
all persous to provide proper food
aud the farmers can't hide their property
chatik-. of name to Jessie S. Andrews presented
shelter for every dumb animal in their from the collector.
by said Jessie S. Ml.le».
possession'.' If it was known throughout
I know you are not expecting a
ADDISON E. HERRlCK.Judgeof said Court. this uation how our dumb animals are
A true copy A tlest
woman to help you in this discussion,
millions
be
would
there
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
being abused
want a word on most of the
Even but we all
sign petitions to have it stopped.
questions of the day, and claim a right
NOTICE.
in Kausas aud other Western states and to talk on this
question. Look up and
The eu:>acrtl*sr hereby give· notice that he has territories, there are thousands of farmdown this beautiful valley of the Conbeen .July appointed administrator of the
ers who have no shelter for a large pornecticut and see the nice {arms. Really
estate of
ti«>u of their stuck and many who are
men of means
>"N\TH\S J· RICHARDS, late of l'art».
many farmers here are
little
have
humanity
Id the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
but
wealthy
quite
and have nice buildings; but it is the
bon>!»a.-« the law direct». All person» having in their hearts.
i
wife in every case who is tiie mainstay,
demand» i^aluit the estate of said deceased are
The people here in the West have be- The brains a man has sometimes help I
desired to tirèrent the same for settlement, and
treatof
make
pay- come accustomed to this *.;y
»
!ri k rUi'l thereto are requested to
him to get a good wife, so I claim he
ment '.mine· 1 lately.
ing their dumb beasts aud are mighty needs the good wife and the brains most.
M^r 17th. 1 «β.
BEXJ. Κ R1CH.\K1»S.
for
of
caring
slow to see the importance
He needs reading ami a practical mind
to
the comfort and welfare of their stock. to
ÛOTK&
apply what he reads, and he needs
to
is
acknowledged
business
that
he
cattle
The
The subscriber hereby Klvex notice
read an agricultural paper, like The
bs-> evn duly appointed executor of the last be the most profitable business iu the
ThelTribune Farmer.—County Cousin,
Will and te?tameut of
West and large sums of money have ford, Yt.
ΙΉ.ΤΕΚ Ν HASKELL, '.ate of Waterford,
millionaires
la the County ot Oxtord, deceased, aud given beeu used in it and many
(mid
All pei>otis having have bloomed out which has led to the
a.·» the ia« directs.
(leuiau 1* against the estate of said deceased are
idea of single individuals owning thouKeally, now, doesu't the young fann-tired tu present the same for seulement, and
sands of head of cattle and take chances er need to possess a good many things
*-> In eote·) thereto are requested to make paya wife? it is
ment Immediately.
of losing a large uumber by starvation in order to deserve such
woman cariyJOSEPH B. HASKELL.
Mar. 17th, 1'AM.
and freezing. It is reported a large saddcuing to see a noble
winter I ing more than her share of the load, and
quantity of cattle have died this
as well.—Triin the Northwest and killed and been carrying the "good man"
no
bu ue Farmer.
skiuned for the hides, there being
chance to send them alive. It is not time
and
for our government to own the trusts
About Farmers Keeping Accounts.
so
all public utilities, and put a stop to
Some in looking at the above headiug
many evils now so rampant throughout may say "I keep account of everything."
kakmkk.
s.vm
the land?
#
This may be true.
However, many farmers (as well as
men in other lines) have not yet got at
Why Don't The Butter Come?
are the real issue.
About this season of the year there
Some time ago a man said to me, "I
dithgenerally many complaints aboutbutter made live dollars
on a creature."
don't
cult churning, aud "why
I replied that I thought he had done
come?" is a question as frequently askAfterward he related that he paid
two well.
ed this year as others. There are
Suboue is ten dollars, and received fifteen.
condition,
this
for
causes
common
he related that it cost him
sequently
continuously.
ration
a
cows
dry
feeding
It also took
a dollar for transportation.
Most of the recent complaints are accomand a day's time. He had to keep the anipanied by the statement that grain
He
the cows mal two weeks before he sold it.
hay has been the sole feed of
had paid two dollars to get it to the
whoso cream does not like to give up its
more point agreed.
butter. If so feed something
This man in his first statetment had
nitrogenous, such as oil meal, gluten
the difference between the cost
form
the
in
given
succulence,
and
feed or bran,
and the selling price. He had not added
be
would
there
and
or
of roots
ensilage,
the cost of the transportation, the two
Printers' Iuk usee a great many
less complaint of this kind.
weeks' keeping or his ono day's time.
But having the stubborn cream, someadvertising blotters—iu fact, uses
Take another case. Λ farmer who
will help
no other. They come lu as fast
thing can be done for it that
that he kept a very
its temperature a few de- sold milk told me
out.
Kaising
aud
nice
I disas wanted, aud very
the custom, aud accurate account. Subsequently
grees higher than is
covered that he had accurately noted all
heated
water
handy they are.
doing so by adding enough
the his sales. If he opened an account he
to 85 or t»U degrees to accomplish
H ku>« ad vertlarnienl· arc
cream as kept that accurately.
the
thin
once
will
at
object,
However he made no account of wear
on tkuie blotter· f
well as raise its temperature, and thus
Here
warm and tear and cost of breakdowns.
ik>metimesthe
facilitate
churning.
Ah. that is a thiug the Little
weak was one considerable item of account
water used is hrst made into a
the left out. Farmers have not the monoply
Schoolmaster uever observed, or,
brine, with good results. Or when
of this defect.
If he did. he never remembered
stubbornness of cream is not discovered
A manufacturer made piano forte
until it has been churned an over time
aud does not now remember.
churn has cases. He knew the cost of the material.
some dry salt thrown into the
blotter».—Printthe
But he likes
and Home." He knew what it cost for the work of
a good effect.—"Farm, Stock
ers' Ink.
making. He likely calculated on inHe has ntft kept
surance and taxes.
Old Farmers.
account of his men on the yard and some
never
apThis criticism is
work
general expenses. Result, after twenty
Becuse be can no longer do hard
plicable to advertising in
the
years he found that he had been losing,
the farmer sometimes moves from
your local paper.
in and not making anything.
farm to town. Few are contented
The point is; one must have every
The old farm is the only place
town.
learned item of cost before he can tell the profit.
PPPPWFI
that seems like home. He has
the many
Whatever he uses or expends should
to love the rural home during
in making it a be carefully enumerated.
years of hard labor spent
If a farmer uses an old barn for indesirable place to live. Among familiar
a few of the stance, this should be regarded as an
Hill
performing
surroundings,
Paris
on
The T. M. Crocker Homestead
under item of expense.
many accustomed tasks, resting
and
la ar<ler to close the estate, thle valuable pro|
What would it be worth if you were
the shade of trees he has planted
at
ertv u offered for aale and will be «old
1
cherished, enjoying their luscious fruit, going to let it to another?
bargain. The house la two s to nr. well adapte*
for two famlllea and In fair Mate of repair. Ad the old farmer will not rust out and
Every item of cost deducted from the
threi
to find
joining thin, a large bare The lot contains
receipts is the real gain.
will not need to seek further
and one-half arree, and on thl» la a fine orchard
his declining years.—
ThU u a rare chance to aecure a moat dealrabli
; happiness during
Part of the purcbaae money cai New England Farmer.
homestead
A sheep will stand severe cold so long
dealred.
If
remain on mortgage,
A wet
as kept dry and out of draughts.
a leu a small garden lot nearly oupoalte th·
F
the
ot
naif
undivided
the
home·tead. A lao one
haj
becomes a good heat conductor
fleece
for
holding
rack
A
ο
more
Ί
hanging
pasture, containing 75 acrea
I for sheep is desirable. Suspend an and absorbs bodily heat until the animal
For particular* and term» Inquire of
crate with small chains or rope. become· thoroughly chilled.
ordinary
WILSON Α θ RAY, South Parte.
■
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marrying her for nothing
sentimental than that he wislxd a sen
sible and agreeable companion for his
more

old age.

fhn

noet

mmifli

slip

hllfi

watched and studied him with au In
terest greater than she had ever felt
before. She had been amused and
touched by the evident relief he felt at
the orderliness and regularity of his
household arrangements. His surprise
at the modesty of their first month's
bills had been positively pathetic.
"Are these all?" he had said, tapping
the pile she had presented with a perfrom
emptory forefinger and looking up
under his heavy brows in his searching

way.
"Are you so anxious for more?" she
had retorted, laughing, and he had
commented shortly. "Yet we have lived

very well."
Once or twice she bad caught an appreciative twinkle in his eye when she
had boldly and saucily stood out
against his will in some small matter.
Mr. Sewnll was in the habit of reading his morning paper at the breakfast
table, a habit he resumed after the
wedding journey. Pauline eyed him

saying"

askance for several mornings,
nothing. Then one night she brought a
book to the dinner table and read demurely throughout the meal. It seemed
ominous to her that her husband made
no sign, but toward the end of dessert

uneasy, reconnoitering
very quizzical one from
him. and that conflict was won by a
laugh and a blush.
There was, however. Just one thing
which Pauline bad known from the
first would cause trouble between her
She had one
husband and herself.

one

her

of

glances met

brother,

a

a

weak and shambling

apology

of a man, resembling sufficiently Mr.
Sewall'8 own two sons, but Pauline
cherished for John Cowden a pitying
and unshakable affection, such as his
mother might hare felt if she bad lived.
His frequent appeals for money to his
father had long since been received
rith Indifference, but Pauline was never weary with sympathy and excuse
and stubbornly continued to divide with
him whatever small store of spending
much
money came to her purse, though
against the wishes of her family. Mr.
Sewall had said to her shortly before
their wedding. "I wish you to understand, Pauline, that though I shall settle a certain amount on you every year
for your own personal use. not one cent

of my money Is ever to be thrown away
John Cowden." The girl had stiffened and reddened, opening her lips as
if to speak and then sitting silent. She
had her own ideas on this subject, assuring herself sturdily that a man
and his wife should have equul right to

on

HOOD FARM

Garget

Cure

In garget the udder becomes Inflamed,
milk seems
hot, red and painful, and the
thick, stringy, bloody or watery.

A tablespoonfnl of Hood Farm Garge.
three
Cure mixed with damp feed two or
case.
times a day will cure any ordinary
and
"
had
garget
bloody
cows
One of my
I fed her Hood Farm Garget Cure, night
the
which
after
six
days,
and morning for
North
milk was all right." A. K. Looms,
Wolcott, Vt.
Prices $1 and $2M.
especially preHood Farm Salve
with oui
pared to be used in connection
for cracked
excellent
Garget Cure. Also
for treatise on
teats, sores, bruises. $1. Call
by C. I
garget and its causes. Prepared
A,
Hood Co., Lowell, Mass. For sale by F,
Me.
South
Paris,
SaciTLxrr Λ Co.,
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or revenge.
this curious punishment
But there came to her. oddly enouuh. a
first faint feeling of Iiupe from the fact
that she had succeeded in moving the
She regretted keenly
man so deeply.
what had happened, and. though it had
lieen put out of her power to confess
her remorse, she had been shown a
way to s'.'rVt .·· for it.
The pract!c::l discomforts of the new
—

JjftL

their united resources, and from her
personal allowance she had long since

decided that

order of

"helping John" should

things showed

themselves

promptly. She had emptied her purse
of ail the change which had happened
to Le in it. sealing somewhat dramatically the few hills and coins in an envelope, utul put it in a corner of the
desk, wondering, half childishly, if her
husband would ever realize she was
too proud to take even this advautage
of his forget fulness or generosity.
"Excuse me. Mrs. Sewall, but the
man has finished mending the window
and wants to know will you pay him
the 50 cents now?"
"The postman is at the door, ma'am.
He'll be wanting 10 cents extra on a

take whatever she could spare, even

though in open rebellion against her

She should make
husband's wishes.
no secret of it, nor yet would she seem
either to beg from him or defy him by
mentioning it beforehand.
Nothing more had been said on the
subject until this evening, when she
had been summoned before her husband. lie was sitting at his desk in
the library, and his expression, stern
und forbidding, had warned her that

the expected was about to happen.
There was no preamble. "1 have a
letter from your father," he began
abruptly, "in which he says your brother has been boasting that his sister,
who has 'bagged a millionaire,' will
'keep him in tin* hereafter." Mr. Sewall'B voice was very hard, and the

letter, mu'am."

"It's my afternoon out, Mrs. Sewall,
me a dollar or

and could you advance

two on my wages, please?"
Poor Mrs. Sewall had hard work at
first to conceal her confusion on these
embarrassing occasions, but her answer was invariably: "I am very busy,
Maggie. You had better go to Mr. SewAnd at
all when he comes home."
length the servants came to know It
was no use to apply to her.
"This is a nice lady," they would
whisper among themselves—"there ain't

millionaire" were
which made Pauline

words "bagged
said with a sneer
wince.
"It Is quite true," she said evenly,
"that I have given him money from
my allowance"—
"You admit It, theu!" her husband
The loss of self
broke in furiously.
control in this man seemed so impossible and so unexpected that his wife
etarted back in alarm. LI is voice had
in it all the despairing rage of a creature which feels again the familiar
grip of the trap from which It had
thought Itself forever free. "Woman
as you are, I wonder that you own so
much. Before we were married I ordered you never to give one cent of my
money to your worthless scoundrel of
a brother. Have you forgotten it? Ana

many nicer—but it's wicked the way
she shoves everything on that poor
man. It's easy to see, too, that he ain't
any too fond of her."
Indeed, there was little communication during these days between husband and wife. Pauline took a piteous
pleasure in making life as luxurious as
possible for him.
Josiah Sewall was not a clubman.
He came home regularly to his some-

me!"
Pauline's twentieth century spirit rose,
"it was my money, not yourV she
said defiantly, "and why should you
order me to do anything? I am not a

swer

τ
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a

single cent?

half my allowance every month, or
third. No. I won't either. You can
get hats and dresses and things, and
All the gir s
I'll pay you for them.
will. You can set up a regular shop.
It "will be great sport."
Pauline listened, with a smile. She
suddenly felt very old. very "married.
She knew Edith did not mean a hundredth part of what she said. but these
were suggestions, some of which had
you
a

to her already, by which she
could easily gain ready money without
much likelihood of her husband s ever
discovering it. She had put them as de
however, without a struggle. She had
begun to look upon this thing as a desperate sort of game in which she was
determined, whatever might be the outcome. to use no unfair means, to tolercome

ate no assistance.

She went by Edith's invitation to
But she did not go
"The Geisha."
about much with the women of her acquaintance. She had always the dread
of exposing her lack of money. She
never went to church without her husband for very craven fear of the godly
man who carries the contribution box.
Most galling of all. she felt the necessity of refusing all help to her miserable
brother.
The spring was coming on fast now.
and the Hudson across the wide Riverside drive, on which the Sewalls' house
fronted, lay crisp and blue under the
Pauline had been
keen April wind.
married almost a year, and there was
not a wretched waif in the city who
had not felt money iu her fingers moie
lately than the girl who had '"Laggct
Josiah Sewall came
a
millionaire."
home early from the city on several of
these delicious days and begged for a
seat with his wife when she went to

drive.

..

so-

ac-

cordance with his wish, "I see by
this," he said suddenly, that there
was a call for extra contributions to
pay for readers to the sick poor. Your
name is not among those who responded," he continued, rather sternly.
don't like to have you niggardly in
Josiah Sewall was
matters."
stronglv philanthropic, and Ids displeasure made him for an instant for-

Josiah Sewall's miserable experience
had made it impossible for him to
realize the effect of such words as
these on a sensitive woman who loved
him. Pauline lashed out wildly. "You

Icb

married me, then, to be a servant without wages who cannot give up her
place. Very well. I have my revenge,
for I married you, un old man who

might have been my father, simply
and solely for your money!" Then she
bad turned and tied from the room
without another glance at the frozen
tigure at the desk.
Pauline sliut the eyes of lier imagination when she thought of the future.

"1 married yon simply and tolcly Jor
your money!"
what silent but Invariably delicious
He and Pauline bad somedinners.
times a little conversation about polltics or purely Impersonal matters of the
day. He scarcely realized it until It
bad become quite usual. He had never
before thought it worth while to talk
to women about such things. Once or
twice they spoke of books, but the conversation had lagged and he found himeelf salving his self respect with the
excuse that men have nowadays less
time for Reading than women. Excepting for the thought of that one night,
he would have been more at peace than
ever before, but that ugly memory
would not leave him.

Remorse, together with many extenuations of her husband's words, was already hard at work within her. She
did not go downstairs ugaiu that night
In the morning when she went to
breakfast her husband had already
gone. All day long she wandered from
one trilling employment to anoiher,
restless and disconsolate, feeling for
the llrst time the disadvantage of being
a rich woman with servants' hands to
fulfill all the necessary duties of life.
Over and over again she reviewed
despairingly the scene of the night before, wondering how she had ever come
to fling that cruel, taunting lie. but her
own calmer reflections had brought
sucli quick forgiveness for her hus-

For weeks he expected dally some
storm of reproaches, tears or
When that did not come,
entreaties.
he grew suspicious and examined the
monthly bills with bitter curiosity,
wondering if In some way Pauline
were not supplying herself with money
through her power of ordering without
But he could discover no flastint.
grant excess of any kind. The amounts
seemed, Indeed, to hie masculine mind,
absurdly small, but then he had only

belated

band that she grew hopeful for herself,
that she was woefully disappointed
when he did not appear ut dinner time.
It was only at y o'clock that she
heard him come in and go to the library. Presently he sent for her. and she
went to him with a most contrite spirit. determined to do her utmost by apology and conciliation, uo matter what
he might do or say. But she was scarcely prepared for the ominous whiteness
of his set face or the Judgelike sternness of his demeanor as he sat at his
so

bis first wife's folly u::d mad extravagance to compare villi them.
A temptation of this kind bad, It Is
true, momentarily occurred to Pauline.
It was only α few days after the beginning of her penance when Edith Ar-

—

I

"I offered Instead to read once a
get
week myself." said his wife briefly
and. looking up with a rather
face, she surprised suddeulj the
twinkle of the eye which was the onlj
sign of amusement he ever showed.
It was about a week after this when
one morning Pauline went in to town
ele\ated.
with her husband on the
They were to decide upon some household furnishings at a shop far down in
the citv. It was not the first time they

had d.me this. Mr. Sewall always put
his wife on her return train, buying
her ticket and gravely saying "Ooodbv" as if she were a child. But on this
particular day some hurry of business
occupied his mind, and when they had
finished their errand he shook hands
abstractedly at the door of the shop
and hastened off down the street Pauline stood still, staring after him. After
all. In spite of having been without a
penny for all these months, she had
before felt any real

never

physical dep

rivatiftu from It
It was 11 o'clock, and she

was

five

miles from home—five miles of city
streets, crowded and bustling, on a languid spring day. when ordinary
Pauline felt
ence becomes an effort.
an Impulse to run after her husband,

exig-

but second thought forbade anything
She knew plenty of
•o humiliating.
shops where she would once have explained that she had lost or forgotten
her purse, but this. too. she would not
da She would accept no money from
a «rancor «bile tbat of hef Umtand
She could walk a mile
was withheld.
to Sewall & Co.'s big shop and telephone for the brougham, but she feared
eacounterlng Josiah himself. So at last
she trudged off determinedly on the

nold, her most intimate friend, came
hurrying In with the suggestion that
they should go to the theater together.
"I feel Just like hearing 'The Geisha,'
she began breathlessly as she pulled
"I'm going to stay to
off her gloves.
lunch, and then we'll be off. I'm
starved. Hope to goodness you've got
something fit to eat." Edith's cheeks
were very red, her teeth very white,

and she poured out her words with an
of
energy and decision which admitted
Now, Mr. Sewall bad
no resistance.
Included in the cruel minuteness of his
thoughtfulness a couple of season tickets to two of the most popular theaters.
Pauline suggested with what grace she
could that they should go to one or the
other of these, but it wne all of no use.
She had fcmnd it a matter of comparative ease to hide her embarrassing secret from her futher and sisters, but

and uneJ me last night," he began coldly, from Edith's straightforward
she could find no
"that your reason for becoming my abashed persistency
wife was through no regard for myself,
to
as you had pretended, but simply
Such
reap the advantage of my money.
exa condition of affairs naturally
cludes you from any cluim henceforth
to my regard. It does not constitute,
I believe, a reason for divorcing a wife,
I· a Common Spring Trouble.
but I can at least prevent you from re
Since
money
It's a sign that the blood is deficient
alizing your expectations.
Is your only object I shall make It my in vitality, just as pimples and other
business to deprive you of that in the

That

Tired Feeling

eruptions

are

signs

that the blood

future as completely as lies In my powis impure.
er. I have today altered my will, leavIt's a warning, too, which only the
ing you at my death exactly what the
law allows and not a penny more. I hazardous fail to heed.
have also made out a list"—Mr. Sewall
raised a paper from the desk without
moving his eyes from his wife's white
face—"of certain shops at which you
need
can order, I think, whatever you
Remove it, give new life, new oourfor your clothing and other necessities.
and animation.
I have omitted, I age, strength
If there is

Hood's SarsaparlUa
and Pills

anything

Not

Edith went off into fits of laughter,
and Pauline could not help Joining In
a hysterical sort of waj.
"No matter," went on Edith Impulsively. giving raullne a sudden and
somewhat upsetting embrace. 111 give

ing over a report from a charitable
ciety which Pauline had Joined in

efficient and obedient housekeeper. I trusted that your father's daughter would have some good sense and
discretion, but I see." he continued,
"that you are like the rest—without
It is not your fault,
reason or honor.
I suppose, since you are a woman."
me an

to utter failure.
Josiah Sewall looked at his wife's
façe. puling and flushing, and at her
quivering lips. He believed she had
spoken the truth in her anger the night
before. He saw nothing in her expression now but fear of the consequences.
And Pauline, on her side, saw only the
sneer in his searching eyes, and her
own hardeued. and she straightened
and felt no more dread, but only η patient sense of inevitable misery.
Mr. Sewall spoxe first "You inform-

do you get along?

Sometimes In the morning he would
himself order the carriage and ask 1 au
line to drive with him down through
The park was lovely with
the city.
fresh green grass and the yellow blossoms of the forsythia.
One night at this time he was look-

child."
"You are my wife."
"I suppose you mean your slave."
"I married you, Pauline," said Mr.
Sewall, with contemptuous bitterness,
"because I thought you would make

desk with α couple of official looking
documents under his hand.
Pauline stood before him, hesitating
appealingly. Her husband's eyes met
hers without a change from their stony
calm. All at once It came over the girl
to
what a task she had undertaken
make this hard old man of the world
love and trust an undisciplined and inexperienced creature like herself—and
how miserably and soon she had come

refuge. It was half humiliating and
half a relief to tell and half painful
and half amusing to hear Edltli'e excited comments and exclamations.
"I never heard such a thing. The
old brute! Truly. Pauline, Isn't It awful? Hut you were nasty. NN bat an
abominable thing to say to the poor old
dear! Pauline. bow could you?
"I don't blame him a bit But how

the blood and clear the

They cleanse
will add to the list when advisable.
The bills will be sent to me every complexion.
month. Your brougham will of course
Accept no substitute.
be ready at any time to take you wherWI felt tired all the time and oould not
added
But."
to
go.
ever you may wish
sleep. Alter taking Hood* Saraaparllla
Mr. Sewall, raising his voice slightly, a while I could sleep well and the tired
has
"you shall never again, if it is iu my feeling had gone. This great medicine
M.
power, teach one cent of my money also cured me of scrofula." Mas. Ο.
while I live."
Boor, Q Head, Conn.
He stopped and held out the list toHood'· Sareaparlda promis·· to
ward his wife. Whatever outburst of Our· and keep· the pMmlN.

"I walked." she answered quietly.
She did not look up.
Her husband fancied she look*>d tired
and dragged, though as a matter of

shame! You shall never again"—
Pauline was on her feet in an Instant,
flushed and angry, her hands clinched
at her sides.
"I will not touch one cent of your
money because you pity me!" she cried

excitedly.

lier husband's face, arrested a moment in bis surprise, hardened again
Into the old stern lines. He thrust his
money bac-κ again Into his pocket and
went on as If he had not been interrupted. "You shall never again touch
It for any other reason." The anger anil
defiance of her eyos faced the stern
scorn of his, and neither fell.
"You
Then she flamed out again.
were cruel to me before," she cried,
"cruel and unjust. You condemned me
before you heard, and when I told you
I married you for money you must
have known I lied. Dut you have no
right to treat me so. I will not touch
I
your money from pity, but I tell you
will make you give it to me as my
right. I am your wife, and It Is mine
I will make you!"
as well as yours.
Josiah Sewall sat leaning heavily forward on the table. His eyes were keen
through lids nearly closed. Ills face
was white and set. but it was not bitter. only the face of a man who pits
himself against a well matched
nent and longs for the bout to begin.
"I bet you ? 10.000 you will never

make me."
Pauline stared at him curiously, with
parted lips, startled out of herself. "I'll
remember that." she said, but mechanically. and then she went past him out
of the room. Yet by the time she had
reached her chamber she had once
more that self control, had said what
ehe did not mean, had made a fool of

hereelf.
Pauline suffered for many days. Mr
Sewall treated her with distant coldThere were no more drives, no
ness.
The pour girl felt
more conversations.
with a bitter sense of Injustice that she
had lost the precious results of all
these long months for the sake of a
How could she
moment of bravado.
make him give her his money as her

right? she asked herself scornfully.
Should she go In her brougham. In her
well made clothes, with all the evidences of wealth about her, to a lawyer and accuse her husliand of nonsupport? Why, Indeed, did she want the
money now at all. excepting for poor
John's sake? To gain her end would
be a barren victory If she could not
win with It the love and respect of this
6tern old man whom she had married.
And so Pauline set to work to storm
her husband's stern heart through the
twinkle In his eye, to bring about her
"rights" with a Jest, which is the only
way they will ever be gained while
men are men aud women are wise.

One day Mr. Sewall was surprised by
request from his wife to visit in Boston an elderly aunt whom she had not
seen since she was little more than a
Β

child.
It· was early In June, and the request
was the first she had made to hlni for
"I shall he obliged to ask
over a year.
you to buy me a ticket." she said
haughtily. It was evidently an effort
to ask so much. Her husband stared at
her In surprise. He had had a sudden
vision of her. bis wife, aloue and penniless, in a strange city.
"Do you realize"— he began and
broke off again. "You are not accustomed," he went on. rather awkwardly.

«•to traveling :>y youm·'.?. I am going
on next week myself. .· s you know, to
make my quarterly vL-i; at my itostoa
shop. Will you not wait and go with
me?"
"Thank you, I believe not," said
Pauline quietly. "I have made my arrangements to go sooner."
Mr. Se wall saw her off a few days
later with rather curious sensations.
There had been a terrible struggle In
his masterful mind as to whether he
should not force upon this willful girl

the money she had so lately refused,
but pride had held him back. lie had
also perhaps a suspicion that he might
Ile watched her serene
not succeed.
departure with a mixture of Impatience
and admiration, but found himself absurdly relieved when he got a brief
note a few days later announcing her

safe arrival.
The house seemed lonely enough
without her. Josiah Sewall was a stoic
at heart. but lie caught himself during
these days imagining nervously all
sorts of predicaments into which Pau-

line's penniless condition might betray
her. and there were sometimes moments of unaccustomed doubt as to
whether he had acted always for the
best toward this second wife of his,
who. in spite of everything, had
brought so much peace and happiness
Into his life. The thought of her boasting words never failed to bring a contemptuous smile to his face, but in his
heart of hearts be did not now believe
she had married him for his money.
He went to Boston by the midUgbt
The
train on his accustomed date.

Young Plants
Every

farmer knows that

right

to treat me

cried.

no,"

she

road home, somewhat weary
toward the end, In spite of a certain
satisfying coneciousucss of suffering
martyrdom.

long

himself the realisation
a short time after be
had left Pauline standing in the street.
The old man was distressed and chagrined, but his hard face softened almost to a smile as be thought of the
Joeiah

To

came

suddenly

predicament of thin small, quiet perwho
son, with head stubbornly upright,
had taught him so much during the
year concerning that curious pus-

past
xle, woman.
Would she be conquered of her an·
the
yielding obstinacy now? Would
hard walking
of
miles
five
of
prospect
send her to him after all these months
to humbly beg for 5 cents, or would
she get the money in eome other way?
He had come to understand her well
enough to fancy she would not, and
then came back her hateful words.
Nevertheless be said to her sharply
at dinner, when they were drinking
their coffee, "How did you get home
this

morning?"

POWDER

Absolutely Pur·
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
review personally the long line of
and women who were in his employment, pitying them, as he did bo,
their weekly wages, for it was a part
of his theory to come as intimately into
contact with all the details of his business as lay in one man's power.
At the very end of the long file on
this particular day he stopped short at
the sight of a quiet looking girl io
to

men

black.

He turned to the foreman so sudden-

ly that the man started. "This woman
is new here," he said sternly. "Where

did you find her?"
Mr. Watson looked disturbed. "She
enme yesterday morning, sir," lie said
in a confidential tone of apology. "She
hasn't had much experience, I g.iess,
but she brought a very urgent note
from your wife, sir. Mrs. Sewall. sir.
I thought," he continued, lowering his
voice so that the girl, standing with
downcast eyes, should not hear, "that
she might be some young lady who
was driven to work because her folks

in diiïiciilty at home"—
"She brought a note from Mrs.
Sewall? Very urgent, did she?" Iut* rrupted tiis employer. His expri sioii
diil not change, but there was t jm«>
thing in his voice which made the forewere

breathe freely once more.
"From Mrs. Sewall, you say?" repeated Joslah again, and then his
glance met the glance of the girl before him, and the signal she was waiting for twinkled there.
"IIow much do I owe her?" went on
Mr. Sewall sharply.
"Sixty-three cents, sir." answered
Mr. Watson. "She has been working
only half a day."
Joslah Sewall opened t'"e drawer of
his desk and pulled out his checkltook.
He made out, under the startling orbi
of the foreman, a check for $10.(H>0.<J3,
signed it and held it toward the girL
She looked up into his face gravely,
but her eyes were saucy.
"I cannot accept that, sir," she said.
"Why not?" said lier husband sternly.
"Do you not honor my checks?"
Then she smiled at him suddenly and
radiantly. "Yes," she said, "but I preman

fer ready

money."

Mr. Dooley on Grnrroaltf,
Whin u man begins uiaklu' money In
his youth at annytbing but games iv
chance, lie niver can become gin'rous
late in life. He may make a Muff at
Some men are gin'rous with α
it.
crutch. Some men gt*t the use iv their
giu'rosity back suddenly whin they
Whin Clancy, the
ar-re In danger.
miser, was caught in a tire in the Hal·
sted Sthreet Palace hotel, he howled
fr'm a window, "I'll give twiuty dollars

to anny wan that'll take me down!"
Mitiehan put up a laddher an'
climbed to him an' carrid him to the
Half way down the laddher
sthreet.
the brave rayscooer was seen to be
chokin' his helpless burdhen. We discovered aftherwards that Clancy had
thried to begin negotyatlons to ray·
Jooce the reward to foive dollars. His
gln'rosity had become suddenly par'-

Cap'u

lyzed again.
So If ye'd stay gin'rous to the end
niver I'ave yer gin'roslty idle too long.
Don't run it ivry hour at the top iv its
speed, but fr'm day to day give it a little, glntle exercise to keep it supple an'
hearty, an' in due time ye may iujye it
—"Observations by Mr. Dooley."
A Little Too Clever.

Sir Charles Napier was at one time
One day by
governor of Gibraltar.
eome mischance he mislaid the keys of
his safe. Search being unavailing, be
sent down to the engineers' yard to
know If they had a man capable of
picking a lock.
A certain sapper, whose skill at lock
picking was well known, was sent to
the governor's house, and. with the aid

of a few pieces of wire, he very shortly
succeeded in opening the safe. Napier
was amazed at bis celerity, but said

nothing.

Next morning the sapper was sent
for by his colonel, who handed him a
five pound note and Informed bin. that,
by Napier's order, he was to return to
England, for home service, by the next
boat, as the governor did not think it
safe to keep a man on the rock who
could pick the most complicated lock
as easily as he could «At his hKukfat
A Scott Anecdote.

Here Is a Scott anecdote remembered
dead
as coming from the lips of a long
one
Scotchman. When a boy, he was

building operations,
Abbotsford." when a
lame man, bareheaded and with a pen
behind hie ear, came up. Taking bold
of a pall, the lame man turned it over

day watching

"probably

some

near

plants grow better than quickly and asked the workman whatit
others. Soil may be the same he was doing with it. "Whamblin
"Thank
one of them replied.
ind seed may seem the same over,"
the
you, thank you, my man! That's
out some plants are weak and very word I've been trying to get all
the morning!" cried Sir Walter grate>thers strong.
fully and straightway returned to hie
And that's the way with desk.
jhildren. They are like young
"It was the teller of this story,'' say·
same home, the London Post, "who when some
Same
food,
plants.
year· younger saw In a shop window
same care but some grow big
as be was going to school the new roand strong while others stay mance of 'Waverley' lying open at the
The schoolboy stopped to
first page.
small and weak.
the glass, and his eager
it
read
through
Scott's Emulsion offers an
absorption so took the fancy of the
the difficulty. bookseller that each day as be passed
^asy way out of
Child weakness often means the pages were turned for him in the
shop, and he was thus enabled to read
starvation, not because of lack the
whole story without touching a leaf
jf food, but because the food of the book."
does not feed.
Oar Arlatocraajr.
Scott's Emulsion really feeds
"She claims, I believe, to be descendand gives the( child growing
some

no

tm

fact she was not In the least so. It is η
curious proof of what unpremeditated
things even a seasoned and Iron willed
man of the world will sometimes do
when Josiah Sewall impulsively thrust
his hand into his pocket and drew out
a handful of bills and loose change.
"By heaven^" said he, "It Is a brutal

next morning he went early, as usual,
to the big branch shop which bore bis
He never fuiled on these visits
name.

"You have

THE OLD REUABLg

strength.

Whatever the cause of weakand failure to grow—
Scott's Emulsion seems to find
ness

it and

set

the

matter

right.

S«nd for free sample.
Scott ft Bow tie, Chemist·, 409 Pearl St., New Yoct
50c, and fi.oo ; all druggist*.

ed from a king."
"Yes. Before her grandfather struck
It rich he was known as the poker king
of White Hose Flats."—Chicago Rec-

ord-Herald.
Qranlte

is

the only

common

rock

which shows no truces of animal or
vegetable life.
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Thomas thinks, and even «aye right
out lond, that we have some of the
blank-blank-edat fool doge in this village
to be found.
One lady'· pét hae recently passed away.
Miss Lizzie Allen and Master Guy
have recently visited Portland, returning Monday. Her assistant, Josie Shaw,
attended to the duties of librarian in her
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TEE OXFORD BEARS.

Α. Ε. Forbes.

school

is at home from her
on a short va-

Massachusetts

Mr. William Ε. Chapman has moved
tils family to Portland.
Mr. Charles L. Davis has purchased

the Ν. E. Abbott house

on

High Street.

afternoon and evening the
ladies of Bethel and vicinity attended the
opening of the millinery department at
Miss Ε. E. Burnham's. Miss Burnham
has associated Misses Wood and Brann
of Lewiston with her in this department
of her business. There was a fine display of spring styles and the ladies were
much pleased with goods displayed and
the courteous attention they received.
Thursday evening, the library association invited its friends to Prospect
Inn for another evening of pleasant entertainment and games. A good number responded and both the association
and rail present appreciate the generous
offer of Mr. and Mrs. Lord in inviting
them to the Inn and so graciously entertaining for the benefit of the library.
Mr. Will Bean of Washington, D. C.,
has purchased the Parker House on
Railroad Street, which will soon be occupied by Mr. Nathan Bean.
Senator and Mrs. Philbrook have returned from Augusta.
The Bowdoin boys are at home for the
Easter recess.
The remains of John Stowell were
brought to the home of his aunt, Mrs.
Durkee, and buried in the family lot.
Mr. Stowell had lived in Boston for

Monday

A Maine Man in Florida.

West Paris.

Bethel.

Mr. Jesse Dexter has taken possession
jf the hotel and the former proprietors
lave gone away. A livery stable will be
run in connection with the hotel.
Mrs. F. S. Farnum and Mrs. Mary G.
Bradbury will both hold their millinery
jpeninge on Friday and Saturday, April
10 and 11. Mrs. Farnum has just been
»way and purchased a good line of millinery. Mrs. Bradbury has also fitted up
ber store for spring trade, and again has
with her as trimmer Miss Kathleen
O'Donald who has been spending the
winter in New York.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bates returned last
Wednesday from New Haven. It is
highly pleasing to the people of our village to know that Mr. and Mrs. Bates
intend to make a permanent residence
here. They both are interested in public interests and any enterprise which
would benefit the town. Mr. Bates has
been the active promoter of the purchase
of the mills which are being extensively
repaired to add to the business of the
Paris Manufacturing Co. For some time
business has been at a standstill in theRe
mills, and our townspeople are very
grateful for the increased prosperity likely to come through this industry.
Mrs. Λ. K. Bucknam is improving.
Mrs. Jerry Cole has been confined
to the house several days with a bad
cold.
Miss Gertrude Allen has been visiting
in town.
The W. C. T. U. meeting was held last
Thursday afternoon with Mrs. (J. H.
Lane. Special subject, "Woman's Suifrage," and a parlimentary drill on this
subjcct was held by the superintendent
of this department, Mrs. Phila Shedd.
Twenty minutes was also given to reading from the recently purchased book,
"Alcohol a Dangerous and Unnecessary
Medicine."' Mrs. Ο. K. Yates has recently consented to take the department
of non-alcoholic medication, aud there
will be a series of readings for the study
of this subject at the union meetings.
Rev. and Mrs. R. A. Rich of the M. E.
church expect to leave here after the
Methodist Conference, and their friends
will note their departure with regret.
The W. C. T. U. will especially miss
Mrs. Rich who for two years has been its
most efficient president. As a token of
their appreciation and regard the union
presented her with a handsome little
clock. Mrs. Anna White made the presentation speech and also gave her a very
pretty W. C. T. U. calendar on which
was a blue print with excellent pictures
of Mrs. Stevens, Miss Gordon and Lady
Somerset. Mrs. L. C. Bates will ontertain the union the first Thursday in May
for election of officers.
Mr. Charles Marshall is visiting his
daughters in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Gertrude Noyes Brackett has been
vieitinglier sister, Mrs. Jesse Howe, also
Mrs. F. S. Farnum.
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Young celebrated
their fiftieth wedding anniversary last
Saturday and a most pleasant occasion
was enjoyed by quite a number of relatives from away and several near neighbors. An original poem was read by the
oldest daughter, also letters and telegrams from California and other states.
Mr. Frank Starbird gave some of his entertaining readings. There were many
kindly remembrances and valuable
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Wen's $3.50 Lace Shoes for $2.50.

We have a lot of Men's Ox Blood shoes—Fitzu—good style, regular
(From a personal letter.)
feel·
tired
that
for
Also a lot of Men's
need
what
out for $2.50.
Just
you
| >rice $3.50, we are closing them
Apopka, Fla., March 23, 1903.
When we left our home in Parie, on ing, that lack of energy, that listleaaness,
want you to see them.
We
for
lusset shoes, regular price $3.00,
$1.50.
the 5th of December last, the mercury that backache, that legache, that headWe lingered along
was ten below zero.
ache, that nervous irritability, that nerthrough Massachusetts five or six days, vous indigestion.
RIFAZRXNa.
SO
WXI
where we experienced New England
Don't wait until you're down on your
weather sufficient to satisfy us for the
from
the
or
Yours truly,
entire winter, the mercury ranging
back. Perhaps you're the mother
zero to twenty below during our sojourn father of a
family and can't afford to be
there.
sick. It's easier to cure a little trouble
On the 12th of December we boarded
When you feel the
the steamer Arapahoe of the Clyde Line than a big trouble.
at New York and turned our backs on first symptoms of languor is the time to
MAINE.
the frozen North and our faces toward build
up your system.
Salc.man.
F.
W.
the land of the magnolia and the palm.
FAUNCE,
and
Salesman.
N.
SWETT.
î.
Manaeer
Dr. Parker's Tonetic Tablets will reOn the 14th we steamed into ι he harwhole
112-12.
to
Residence
into
sail
the
112-3.
body;
store
your
Telephone
strength
bor of Charleston, S. C. The
the harbor past the ruins of the forts was they will restore your energy, bring back
here
was
It
me.
very interesting to
the bloom to your cheek, the spring to

cation.
Miss Mildred Shaw is taking music
p»etor. lesnions in Lewiston.
H.
Terms
t nlver^rt
91JO a ve*r It paid strictly In advance.
1^1·.
« >therwlse I'.VOO » year.
■»
cents.
4
Single copies
Preaching Mirloe wry Sunaay
1
Through the politeness of V. P. De->un'i»v school M 12 *·
Advertisements
AU legal advertisements
Coster, we have seven books containing
are given three connective Insertions for #1.30
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram R. HubUrd en- the reports of all the state departments.
per Inch In length of column. Special contracts
tertained a family party at the Hubbard There is some very interesting matter
made with local, transient and yearly advertls
ere.
contained therein.
Who would suppose there were nearly 3,000 corporaJob Ρ rutting .—New type, fast presses, steam
tions
formed
low
in
the
workmen
and
state
the past year?
power, experienced
prices April let:
combine to make this department of oar busiCalculating on the amount of capital
Κ Marukalueu Kalle Puralnen.
ness complete and popular.
who would have supposed the
Τ s M aeon and wife, who have spent named,
people could have survived such a
<h.ir
-ith
months
th«
Coming Events.
There must have been great
that the first shot was fired against the
(,'harle.in Lewtoton, returned to their | deluge?
freshets somewhere.
the
April 7.—Oxford Pomona Grange, South Paris
flag of our country, which stirred
Wilson Conant has his brother, Harry,
April 14-1».—Maine Methodist Conference, Brldg
heart of the North as it had not
been appointed
great
ton.
to assist him in his barber shop.
been since our ancestors met the British
May 1, i.—Oxford County teachers' convention, road ajient by the «b*"»»·
Luring L. Farrar, a former townsman,
Oxford.
soldiers at Concord and Lexington. As
care of the road» m the village *" I
is reported quite ill at Mechanic Falls.
we passed the battered walls of old Fort
adThe
was
be
to
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
grange
expecting
Brinckle I. at
Sumter, which still remains about the
on
dressed
Prof.
Bateman
of
Auburn
by
same as when the Confederate soldiers
from Howard Seminary for a two weeks |
Beside· Economy.
Saturday, but a notice of the death of
pulled down their stars and bars, my
Annual Lace Curtain Sale.
his daughter will doubtleee defer it.
Men's #3 SO Lace Shoes for $2.50.
thoughts took a backward flight, and in
Base Ball Good·.
Report came to this place Friday that several years.
a few brief moments I lived over again
at Mrs. A. T. KorDes iur »
guest
I
Millinery Display.
Mies Jane Gibson is expected to start
Mrs. H. C. Munson of Kumford Center
those thrilling days of forty years ago.
,l
What Do You Need for Faster?
was stricken with paralysis Thursday for Bethel April β from New Mexico.
The Why and Wherefore.
Ah, none but those who lived through
Thc regular quarterly
She will be accompanied by her sister,
Petition for Discontinuance of Roads.
evening.
those days can fully appreciate that
will be held at Mr.
church
Univerealist
on
Notice of Appointment.
Mr. Thorn and wife are still very ill.
Miss Ellen Gibson, who is to r,eturn
terrible struggle of the nation for life
Probate Notice·.
Frank Washburn is. enlarging his account of her health.
and liberty.
Wanted.
a
oats
of
a
car
unloaded
house.
J. U. Purington
For Sale.
We arrived at this place the 19th of
When In Want of Plows, 4c.
bushels.
1500
contained
which
Friday
December, and now, March 22nd, are
Best Wearing Stockings.
Greenwood.
The News Publishing Company has reBankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
making preparations for our homewawl
Parker's Hair Balsam.
"Ye have looked on Death since ye met cently published a valuable little book
F"rom a paper published at
journey. How quickly the days have
which
E.
Prof.
F.
Heavy Team Horses.
Hanscom,
me
last!"
Mrs.
our stay here
by
is
compiled
Hemans, that
Tee,
Fia Ui« learned that the residents of
gone by! We have enjoyed
is a carefully selected colieotion of Bible
much. The weather has been fine
"Yankee Corner" held a picnic dinner correct; Dea. Samuel B. Cummings died
very
Fast Day.
on the 28th of March, and the funeral readings designed especially for devomost of the time; only three nights durat the Washburn cottage,
The book
occurred at the City on the 31st, con- tional exercises in school.
the winter when the mercury dropO. A. Maxim, on a recent baturday.
ing
PROCLAMATION BY THE GOVKKNOK.
and eighteen
ducted by Frank Andrews of South contains one hundred
below the freezing point, and then
ped
Twenty-seven Were present. Mr. Maxim
toand
Woodstock; divine services by Rev. Seth pages and has seventy-one selections
only tender vegetables like beans
In accordance with the custom which has pre- othciated as chairman at the'
with the Lord's Prayer, Apostles'
tomatoes were injured. We have had
vailed since the time of the Pilgrims, with the which followed.
Mr. and Mrs. Maxim Benson of North Paris, who spoke words gether
Each
etc.
Ten
Commandments,
of comfort for the mourning Christian Creed,
advice of the Executive Council, I herebv will start for home
strawberries here since the first of JanSth.
designate THURSDAY, THE TWENTY-THIRD
now of
and warning for the unconverted.
De- alternate verse is printed in dark faced
χ
uary, and are having cucumbers
DAY OF APK1L, Instant, as Fast Day.
suitable
it
makes
which
ceased was buried in the cemetery at the type
especially
own raising, which were planted
my
Upon this day let all unnecessary labor be
Center. And we have looked on others for responsive reading. It is very neatsuspended and in deference to the purpose for
Christmas day. Of course we had to
which It was founded, let It he properly observed
who will soon be called away in a similar ly and prettily bound and costs but 50
protect them some of the coldest nights.
and respected throughout the entire State.
Last Sunday the writer went cents a single copy, or 40 cents apiece by
manner.
Peach trees blossom here about the first
Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta, this cast of characters:
two miles out of his way to meeting for the dozen or 30 cents apiece by the hunflrst day of April, In the year of our Lord one
of February and cherry trees two weeks
of
Swampecott
thousand nine hundred and three, and of the Kph Clncebox,
the sake of calling on John Littlefield, dred. It receives the heartiest recomlater, and oranges the first of March.
Independence of the United -States of America Carleton Du Ruyter, of "Rogue
who is prostrated with a cancer on his mendation by those who have carefully
Oats are sown in January, and corn and
the one hundred and twenty-seventh.
strout!
are now
face which in due time will accomplish examined it, and those who know the
By the Governor :
potatoes planted in February
eon,
Clncebox.
Eph'·
George
writer personally will readily underJOHN F. HILL.
Andrew8. its mission of death.
six to eight inches high.
By HON Boyd, Secretary of State.
have
Willie Smith, a tarn, hand, who
I have had a desire since coming here
During the past few weeks Alden stand that only those passages
Cole. |
Chase was more comfortable but Sunday been selected that will appeal to the
this winter to visit the gulf coast, so on
The Public Laws.
Weary Wragglea, a tramp,
an
and
as
student
inspiration
uplift
the morning of the 10th of this month I
George Couelne. we found him worse again and to all apWith this issue of the Democrat is
and more righteous
Detective lloleoombe, of
boarded the train and reached Tampa at
pearances near the end of his earthly toward a purer
I
published an extra sheet containing the
Also called on Augustus daily life. For sample copies address
P. M. same day. The next morning
pilgrimage.
0
public laws pas&d bv the legislature •Squar Brown, of Swamp***
Rowe, wiio is prostrated with a diseased E. C. Bowler, Bethel, Maine.
took a steamer down the bay, past the
which has just adjourned. Ignorance of
Next Wednesday evening Mrs. Gebring
Rube Milter, town constable
leg. His daughter-in-law, Mrs. Lee
"Yankee" city of St. Petersburg, eightthe law excuses no one, and a careful
was said to be slightly convalesc- will give an entertainment in Garland
Rowe,
een miles from Tampa, and arrived at
*
the
of
the
perusal of these laws is desirable if not *"■
under
Ladies'
auspices
Chapol
Braidentown about noon. The trip
ing.
necessary for every one. A few of those Betaey Hrown. a simple country
The program will consist of
Mrs. George Judkins is on the sick Club.
down the bay was a most delightful one.
laws which are of the most general and
Co,e.
list, the trouble being nervous prostra- monologues, society scenes, an illustratThe day was perfect, with just enough
local importance are noted herewith.
Scraps, a waif from New York,
ed poem, Living Pictures, and by reof a southwestern breeze to temper the
SeweU. tion.
A number of these laws are acts to
And now it seems that the last leaf of quest Miss Weed, Miss Narten, Messrs.
heat and make a slight ripple on the pea
A sociable will follow the play, and
"establish" the salary of state and counFarnsworth and Narten will
green waters of the bay.
Ad | the Bates family tree has fallen. Away Magrew,
cream and cake will be on «aie.
ice
officers,
there
less
of
these
are
Miss
though
fy
baik in the forties there lived on Hay- repeat the "Stage Struck Girl."
Braidentown is a new place of about
than in some previous years. The salary mission 20 cents; children IS cente
ford Hill, so-called, in Hartford, Robert Goudy and Mr. Weed will contribute
1500 inhabitants. It is near the mouth
Easter services will be held at
of the Supreme Court judges is raised to
20
cents.
Tickets
Bates and wife. Their children con- musical selections.
of the Manitee River, was built up large
five thousand dollars. The only increase Universalist church next Sunday morn- sisted of two
Miss Miriam
Herrick, daughter of
sons, Harry and Robert,
ly by Northern people, and is a very
persons will unite with
Portfrom
at
home
is
given in Oxford County is in the pay of in«' when several
Jr.
but
his wife's Judge Ilerrick,
Harry
married,
thriving looking place. After a stroll
Miss
Mrs.
Η.
E.
church.
Wilson,
the county commissioners,
which is
maiden name is unknown, and no chil- land where she is attending school, for
about the city, I started to call on a
South
of
Mrs.
Burbank
Grace
Thaverand
raised from $2.50 to $3.00 per day of
presents.
dren were born to them.
Robert mar- the Easter recess.
former townsman, Mr. KimbiiU C. AtParis are expected to assist in the music.
actual service.
ried Marcia Hutchinson, and the union
wood, whom I have never known except
an
1:30
North Buckfield.
Fryeburg.
Several chapters of the statutes as they
was blessed with a son and daughter,
reputation. After walking a third
by
with
School
the
will
be
given
Sunday
by
exist are repealed almost wholly, includMr. Fred Fife has gone to Auburn of a mile or so up along the river, I
The sick in our vicinity seem to remain
Harvey and Elizabeth; Harvey died in
ar
all
which
to
the
following
program
he will travel fora grain company. noticed a house a short distance in from
ing that chapter relating to the impoundinfancy, while Elizabeth was spared and about the same with the exception of where
Mr. Osgood Pike spent his vacation the street and surrounded by fine orange
ing of beasts, and other obsolete and cordially invited:
in process of time she married William Mr. George Ileald. He seems to be fail^ηοο1
his
with
brother in Philadelphia.
outgrown laws, which were practically
trees in full bloom, which from the
Starbird, by whom she had a son, Frank, ing slowly.
dead wood in the statute book.
Mr. Charles Chandler has returned
The workmen at Ileald Brother»' mill
and a daughter, Persis. But the parents
description given me I was satisfied was
The amount which may be granted by
and children have been dead for a num- are very busy. They have had a large from his trip to Massachusetts.
the place of which I was in search.
the state for the permanent improvement
Mrs. Alberta Abbott is spending two
ber of years. Hence it will be seen that lot of long lumber to saw this spring,
On nearing the house I saw an everyMBU
Ea*ter Morning
Solo.
of roads designated as state roads is innot only has that Bates family become and their brush block orders come in weeks in Cambridge, where she was day-looking man sitting on the veranda,
from
creased from one hundred to two hunjoined by her daughter, Louise,
extinct, but also that not a drop of the quite plenty.
who, from his striking resemblance to
dred dollars in any town annually, and
The maple syrup business was almost Wellesley College.
the genial editorof the Oxford Democrat,
.8u»te Chase· blood now courses through the veins of
The
aVoni
from
at
homo
Stone
is
the amount the town is required to ex- Solo.
Mr. Clarence
a failure this spring in our vicinity.
1 felt quite sure was the person I was
Selected.
any person.
■···.·:;·
vacaEaster
for
the
at
one
road
is
left
on
the
same
Laura Cole.
There is quite a demand for spring Amherst College
Recitation,The Easter Lily.pend
looking for, and in answer to my inquiry
hundred as before. While on the sub- RecltaUon. The Coming of
had.
tion.
to
be
tiebron.
pigs this spring, and but few
if Mr. Atwood lived there, replied that
town
the
the
has
canvassed
it
that
Merrifield
of
roads
be
noted
a
Miss
him
has
Churchill
may
ject
bought
Miss Grace Bumpus spent a few days
lie did, and that ho answered to that
Asaph
Song. The
for aid to the children's home in Augusta. name. I introduced myself as being an
statute regarding damages on the highhorse. The first one he ever owped.
with friends in Poland last week.
The academy closed Friday for ten Oxford bear with the Buckfield claw
Dell and Tilt Morse are at home for
way has been amended so that it is now
Λ. M. Richardson was at home from
a while.
necessary that twenty-four hours' actual
days' vacation.
Portland over Sunday.
mark. (I have heard it stated that the
Miss Etta Burbank has returned to Buckfield bears have longer and sharper
notice of the defect must be had by "the
Mr. Kenney of Portland spent Sunday
uenmaric.
short
a
Gorham Normal School after
commissioners of such county, or the
with his family at Mrs. Oilman's.
claws than those of any other part of the
V
Ea«wr Even.I"-"-"
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Gray are in vacation.
municipal officers or read commissioners
Pastor".
Prof, and Mrs. Sargent got home from
country. Whether it is because of the
Boston
of
Mr. Granvil Austin
of such town, or any person authorized
School. New York Monday.
the meeting of
recently hard and rocky soil of that town, which
Portland attending
chorue. We-il follow along.
Bénédiction
or
his
mother.
visited
of
such
held
commissioner
be
county
by any
Mise Ilazel Donham has been teaching Bridgton Academy alumni, to
makes it necessary for them to scratch
Mr. S. H. Harriman is making ex- ! so hard to get a living, or whether it is
any municipal officer or road commisat Mechanic Falls since the close of the at Riverton Park.
WH1TTKMOKE DISTRICT.
on his house.
tensive
Butler
sioner of such town, to act as a substitute
N.
P.
is
that
Dr.
It
repairs
reported
; that so many of them have succeeded in
Miss Ε vie Jackson of Auburn was a terra at Bates.
Miss Hattie Pike is at home from
for either of them."
The boys from Orono are expected this lias accepted a position on the Medical
scratching themselves into fame and
of Miss Emma Tuttle a few dajs
guest
The week commencing with the second
Staff, Washington, D. C., and will leave Waltham for her vacation.
week for the Easter vacation.
fortune, 1 have not learned.)
Mrs. John L. Eastman has returned I
Sunday in August is designated Old
Mrs. Martha LeBaron celebrated her for there in a few days.
I received a cordial greeting from Mr.
Damon of Buckfield was
March
of
month
are
the
home
after
Home Week, ami towns and cities
Mr. Moses Wentworth is reported as
spending
Atwood and after chatting a few minutes
at Mrs. A. W. Royal's one day SOth birthday Tuesday (31st; of this
aguest
in
Massaand
friends
relatives
the
to
raise
for
authorized
visiting
proper
money
week. A large number met to con- improving from his sickness.
we took a walk through his orange
observance of the same.
Mr. Tim Colby received a bad cut while chusetts.
traded a cow for a yoke gratulate her and a pleasant time was
grove. There were still many oranges
was
attendAn act "for the better education of
wood Tuesday, and
on the trees, and I did not wait for a
of steers with Scott Briggs a few days enjoyed by all. Rev. S. D. Richardson chopping
Maine News Notes.
youth" provides that youth residing in
offered prayer,
Miss Maidie Moody ed by Dr. Butler.
second invitation to help myself. After
towns which do not maintain a free high
is
Mrs.
Elwood
Pingree reported quite
•'getting outside" of four of them, I beseems to be quite a stir among played the organ, Frank Pike sang sevschool may have their tuition paid in
with
sick
to reckon up and found that I would
grippe.
gan
Mr. υ. eral pieces, original poems were read by
cows in this vicinity at present.
as
23d
Governor Hill lias named April
some other high school, money for this
Mr. Webster Davies is having a week's
have to eat twenty-nine more in order to
Mrs. Phillips and Mrs. Fred Marshall, reΗ. Colby and son bought six nice loo
Fast Day.
purpose to be raised by the town where ini? cows of D. S. Turner <>f Buckfield marks by Mrs. Givens. Ice cream, cake vacation from hie school.
beat the champion of Hog Island, so I
The trustees of the Maine State Agri- concluded to stop at that point.
they reside, and one-half of it to be re- last week, most of which were Jerseys and oranges were served. Mrs. LeBaron
imbursed by the state, up to the amount
cultural Society are sending out checks I Mr. Atwood then proposed that we
is one of our oldest ladies and has many
of two hundred and fifty dollars.
E. S. Bennett went over to the Cup- in payment of 50 per c?nt of the premi- take a trip up the river some three miles
and all
wish her
l)ow is visiting at Mr. Joseph life-long friends,
A law which got through with very
I and look at his grove of grape fruit,
suptic Wednesday with a crew to drive ums unpaid.
happy returns of the day.
for a while.
little if any comment in the papers pro- Briggs'
boarded his naphtha
we
The spring term of the academy open- for the International Paper Co.
firstto
Grant C. Royal is among
of Auburn drank ! accordingly
Mrs.
C.
J.
Symmes
enwith
an
vides for the election of the superintendhis sou as
March
27th
School closed
!
ed Wednesday of this week.
a litter of little pigs, of which lie
Mrs. launch, accompanied by
effect.
nitric acid with fatal
of
ent of schools by the school committee possess
the
!
of ten years who
in
tertainment
fellow
stalwart
Mrs. Lucy Turner died this Saturday
evening, consisting
pilot—a
tias 10. which were born March
and
was
about
68
years old,
and Symmes
in all cases, and never by the town. The
recitations
I
110 pounds, aud who, by the way,
marches,
singing,
was weighs
Henry Tuttle has gone to Auburn to morning of pneumonia after an illness of tableaux,
state school department has desired this
which was a proof of the pains- leaves two daughters. lier husband
: is a crack shot with a rifle, and can
work for a man on a farm and drive a two days.
in
man
a
business
prominent
for many years.
handle a boat equal to an old Bailor of
Rev. S. D. Richardson will attend the taking labor of their teacher, Miss formerly
milk cart.
Auburn.
The examination and registration of
funeral of Mr. W. N. Thomas of Oxford Blanche M. Alls, who played the organ
embalmers and undertakers is provided
and trained them in their parts.
We soon arrived at the prove, and
this afternoon.
Andover.
Arthur, the nine year old son of Frank
for, and the practice of their profession
Miss II. W. Fickett, who has been La Grett of Livermore Falls, was knock- what a sight met my gaze! Twenty-five
Rev. Dr. Crano is in Lynn, called there
The cold weather has made river drivis regulated.
friended part of the win- ed down and run over by a heavy truck thousand trees in straight rows, each
9low work. On many streams the by the illness of his daughter, Mrs. away visiting
Towns having more than four thousand ing
The one mile long, and which if set twenty
ter, returned home Saturday; also R. S. Monday, dying almost instantly.
water has fallen so business is practi- Brainard.
inhabitants are authorized to vote their
Mrs. Chas. Bray is quite sick with a Bean, who had been at Portland for wheel of the truck passed over the lad's feet apart in one row would cover a
Jenne has about 3000
cally
suspended.
not
selectmen a compensation
treatment at the Maine General Hospital. cheet, literally crushing the lad's life out distance of ninety miles, or as far as
exceeding cords to drive out of "Meadow Brook" bad cold.
live dollars per day. This atfects nothfrom Portland to tiorhara, Ν. Π. ThreeMany men and horses have come over of him.
and about as many out of "Bog Brook."
the
under
in
Oxford.
Oxford
from the Kennebago region, and gone
present Thurston has a
County
fourths of the trees are seven years old,
ing
work
on
force
at
Turner has had one town meeting and
large
river
drivers
census.
the
and
out
and are from twelve to fifteen feet in
At the annual meeting of the Congrepast week,
also on Sawyer Brook.
Black
Brook,
to
suba
small
majority,
refused, by
Spitting on the floors of street cars is Good drivers are at a premium now.
gationalist parish, the following officers have been going up to various points scribe for ?15,000 of stock to build an height. The balance of the grove has
made an offence punishable by tine.
above here.
been set only four years, but many of
were chosen:
are good in town.
Roads
that town and
road
between
electric
The consent clause, so called, of the
Married, March 2Sth, by R. A. Storey,
the trees were in full bloom. Some of
Moderator—Rev. Mr. Newport.
Mr. Holden is being liked very
Rev.
are
of
the
but
Lewiston,
people
many
Clerk—C. F. Starblrtl.
the older trees were loaded with the bip
telephone law, is repealed in toto, so much by the non-church goers.
Esq., B. L. Sherburne and Miss Luella not
satisfied, and it is asserted that some
Treasurer—E. W. Edwards.
that telephone companies are now free to
Carter.
that would weigh over two
Easter services are in progress in the
Collector—E*a Frost.
it have yellow fruit,
who
voted
those
of
against
in
named
their
build between the points
Trustee for three year·—W. W. Andrews.
pounds each, and on the same trees I saw
house.
so that further eftheir
minds,
Congregational
of
changed
of
certificate
North Paris.
incorporation, regardless
the new fruit no larger than peas. Mr.
The new Universalist church is to be
Rev. Mr. Newport held a Beecher
fort is to be made to raise the money.
whether the field is already occupiedAtwood's men were gathering and packAbbott lias returned to school
dedicated in June at the time the county memorial service Sunday morning from
Leroy
subject, of course, to municipal regula- association meets with us. No pains the text Romans, 13th chapter, 7th verse, at Hebron after two weeks at home.
Whatever mystery may have remained ing when I was there, lie leaves a part
tions and permission.
Harold and Arnold Abbott have been about the case ~bf William A. Deering, of his fruit on the trees until it becomes
will be spared to give the people who first and last clause. "Render to all men
it commands a
Although there are three chapters of attend a
visiting their grandparents, A. J. Abbott who was shot at his home in Brewer, scarce in the market, and
their due. Honor to whom honor."
general grand reception.
the laws relating to the election of town
was cleared up by a statement made to 'high price, from six to eight dollars per
and wife.
Rev.
Mr.
Ericson
attended
the
Advent
treasurers and collectors, the first is
East Waterford.
Frank Webb Is at work in Dover, Χ. II. the county attorney under oath by the box in New York.
Conference at Bridgton.
Mr. Atwood bought a tract here of 250
She says
partially nullified by the second, and
Rev. Setli Benson has hired a hand on wife of the murdered man.
Mrs. Emerson Richmond is sick with
Helen M. Sanderson is very sick at
that
entirely repealed by the third, so
that be had treated her cruelly during acres in 1805. It was covered with a
the farm for the season.
Mrs. Atherton's, at the Flat, where she pneumonia.
be
treasurer
the same person may still
Fred Dunham is at home from packing their married life of twenty-one years, heavy growth of live oak and palmettos.
Mr. T. II. Dawes went to Augusta
was working.
Her mother is with her.
and collector of a town.
and that she tired the fatal shot. Noth- People here said that he couldn't clear
E. C. Hilton has moved back to the Thursday.
apples.
to
political farm.
Chapter 215, relating
C. L. Morrell is giving his house a new ing will be done about it, as Mrs. Deer- it in five years, but he said that life was
Mr. Small has moved into the Tewksless
more
or
a
caucuses, establishes
too short to do dusiness in that way, so
coat of paint.
ing can live but a short time any way.
Merton Young has moved into the bury house.
elaborate machinery of regulation and
lie put five hundred men to work and by
Brock lost a valuable horso last
The drama, "Because I Love You",
rent over the store.
Henry
Almira Sturtevant, the eight year old
the next year had over 150 acres cut off,
registration for those bodies, and should
was played at Robinson Hall, Saturday week.
daughter of the late Fred Sturtevant of the stumps dug out, and burned over
be carefully studied in all placée where
East Sumner.
The Abbott boys have been sawing
evening, by local talent, to a large auBath, was myeteriously shot Saturday and set to trees. He has now a grove of
it applies. By the last section, which
a gasoline engine.
wood
with
builda
dience.
Union
bought
having
Graiige,
while standing in front of her home on
it is
was attached as an amendment,
230 acres, and will sot the remaining 20
site of S. Robinson, will proceed to
Centre Street. She suddenly heard the acres next season. He has a driveway
made not to apply to towns of less than ing
East Hebron.
erect a two-story building for a hall and
a
a moment later
a
and
of
click
gun
two thousand inhabitants, so that the
F. E. Gowell sent off 90 dozen of eggs
built on piles, running from his grove
will probably also build a shed for
shot passed through her arm.
The roads have improved these windy
last week, besides Ailing his 220 egg in- charge of
on the banks of the river out to the midonly towns in Oxford County to which horses. The location is in the central
of
the
was
made
search
still
and
are
A
thorough
days,
improving.
it applies are Norway, Paris and Rumcubator.
dlô of the stream. It is nearly a half
of the village near the post office
a strange character, but
for
Mrs.
and
her
return
portion
Kelley
daughters
premises
ford.
A. D. Littlehale has bought a horse of
mile long and wide enough for two
ind telephone station.
this week from Bath, where they have
nobody could be found and the little double horse teams to travel side by side.
In matters of fish and game the most
Sam
Keene.
who
Ex-sheriffs Dunn and Stackpole,
has not the slightest idea how the
visited Mrs. Snow of that place, Mrs.
J. H. Dunham has sold a nice 2-year- girl
At the end of the wharf is a large store
important measure is that which places lid such efficient service in Portland
accident occurred.
Kelly's mother.
a tax of fifteen dollars on non-resident
old heifer to F. E. Gowell.
house, where his fruit is packed and
under Pearson's rule, have recently been
School commences April 13th.
hunters of deer and moose, the receipts
West Paris Grange celobrated its 15th
loaded on to steamers.
to Sumuer and visited Frank L. Barrett,
BOTTLE.
EVERY
L.
and
Mrs.
R. Hodsdon
WARRANT
granddaughter anniversary March 28, and the Patrons
to be used in the protection of game. A
Mr. Atwood told me that he had alnot in search of wet goods but good are visiting relatives in Yarmouth.
If troubled with rheumatism
close time is placed on hares and rabbits,
give ready expended a quarter of a million
enjoyed a first-class dinner. The afterthem a promisMr.
Barrett
sold
horses.
J.
Fuller
uow
walks
from
J.
the
house
It dollars on this property. He is getting
from the first of April to the first of
noon being devoted to literary exercises, Chamberlain's Pain Balm a trial.
ing young horse, which they took away. into the stable.
music, etc.; about 60 members were will not cost you a cent if it does no quito an Income from it now, and he exSeptember. The open time on duck is
Mr. Barrett has nearly finished his apis
said
Mrs.
Jere
Packard
to
fail
of
A
now only from Sept. 1st to Dec. 1st.
present, besides children and friends good. One application will relieve the pects that in two or three years his grove
ple trade and will soon be buying pota- late.
and all had a good time and felt well pain. It also cures sprains and bruises will produce a hundred thousand boxes
bounty of five dollars is placed on every :oes. He has recently received three
A
from
East
number
Hebron
Grange
bear killed in Oxford County only, and a
for going. There will be a mock in one-third the time required by any of grape fruit annually, which will be
barrels of nice Aroostook seed potatoes, attended Pomona Grange in Lewiston paid
town meeting at the next regular meet- other treatment. Cuts, burns, frost bites, worth from three to five dollars per box
bounty of twenty-five cents is placed on frank is a successful potato grower.
1st.
April
ing of the Grange, April 11, and much quinsy, pains in the side and chest, on the trees. He also has in addition to
"porcupines, so-called."
Eddie Lee has fine enjoyment with his fun is
This legislature, being braver than its
glandular and other swellings are quick- this, a fine grove of twelve hundred large
anticipated.
Mills.
Locke's
Hying squirrel and hopping mouse he is
Ε. E. Field has a few tons of good hay ly cured by applying it. Every bottle orange trees. Many of them have trunks
predecessors, ventured to pass a law
Mrs. Walter Smith very pleasantly en- training for pets. He now wants to add to sell.
Price
25 and 50 cents. ton to twelve inches in diameter. These
warranted.
raising the pay of members of the legisertained a whist party at her home last λ rat to his managerie.
Shurtleff
Co., E. P. Parlin, South trees were not injured by the disastrous
lature and the executive, council from
Harry B. Phillips is now our station
Wednesday evening.
Brownfield.
one hundred and fifty to three hundred
Parle; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes Drug freeze of February, 1895.
Mr. Woodbury Cummings had the igent.
A few words more about what Mr.
dollars for the session, provided the
Mr. William Spring, of this village, Store, Norway.
is
his
last
Pierce
brother
break
his
:
nisfortune
to
leg
Friday,
Ralph
visiting
Atwood calls his bungalow. He built
legislator does not accept passes from vhile
Funeral
lied March 26, aged 81 years.
at
West
so
it
is
Everett
and
Minot.
in
wood,
family
cutting
A.N AGGRAVATING COUGH CURED. a large square house with a low roof
engaged
30th.
transportation companies. Even this is 1
Rena B. Pierce has been quite sick it the house Monday, March
eported.
not to become a law until it has been acA customer of ours who had been suf- and a broad veranda on each side. The
Mrs. George Keneson died March 30th,
vith
a cold the past two weeks, but is
Farnham
was in Auburn
W.
H.
Mrs.
will
and
it
from a severe cough for six inside is finished throughout with fancy
ifter
a long and painful illness.
She
cepted by a vote of the people,
îering
of her sisters, on j raining and goes out again.
the outside, after
be voted upon on the official ballot at >ver Sunday, the guest
a husband and two daughters to months, bought two bottles of Cham- Florida woods, and for
leaves
Edwin Lane will soon return from
: kuith Goff Street.
the state election in September, 1904.
jerlain's Cough Remedy from us and covering with matched boards, he had
nourn.
Born, in Locke's Mills, March 26, to Sew Auburn to bis farm.
and spiked
Mrs. E. L. Allen of Denmark is stop- ivas entirely cured by one and a half palmetto logs sawed in halves
Thomas Foster of Sumner passed last
he wife of Oscar Swan, a daughter.
>ottles of it. It gives perfect satisfac- on, so that it has the appearance of a
The appropriations made for the years
sabbath with his cousins, H. A. Record ping with friends in this village.
ion with <fur trade.— Haynes-Parker & log house. He says it cost bim about
Mr. Peabody, who has a broken arm,
1003 and 11)04 foot up 14,642,760.97,
East Bethel.
1 ind Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Allen.
<
ias gone to the hospital in Portland.
Lineville, Ala. For sale by Shurt- six thousand dollars. Here in this camp,
ίο.,
the
Frank
French
of
Turner
and
his
legislature
niece,
*{,844,501.88
by
against
land of (lowers
Many are hauling their potatoes to
Mr. Dale is boarding at the Pequawket : eff & Co., E. P. Parlin, South Paris; as he terms it, and in this
of 1901 for the years 1901 and 1902, an iu- lumford ί>Η·, where they find a ready Leola Davis, of Turner, recently visited
! jtevens, Oxford; Noyes Drug
Store, and sushine, lie and his estimable wife
louse.
Of this year's apEdwin
crease of *798,265.09.
1er
Mrs.
Allen.
mother,
months every
bushel.
three
t ale at 7-r> cents per
and son spend two or
Miss Lena Perkins and Master Ray
Norway.
The hen thief has started out on
propriations, the only one which comes
Mrs. L H>na Blake has returned home
and their table is supplied with
winter,
to
Portland
rent
Wednesday.
Oxford
into
directly and exclusively
foeeph Decosta'e brood of nice hens,
0 Massachusetts.
frosh vegetables and luscious strawberChamberlain's
The beet physic.
County is $800 for the care of roads in
Mr. Charles Reed will soon move to rhe Hebronitee expect a call from him
ries from his own garden, all through the
Dickvale.
and
to
Plantation
and
Tablets.
Liver
itomach
1 oon, as he made bis first trip in Buck·
Easy
Upton, Magalloway
{ his place.
winter. Fish and game, too, are plentiof
in
For
sale
Born
March
to
the
than
in
effect.
more
$50,000
Letter C. Some
31,
Dickvale,
by
ake; pleasant
Mrs. S. E. Rich has returned home ' ield. Some are well prepared for the
and Mr. Atwood is an expert with
vife of David C. Chenery, a daughter.
1 isit
ihurtleff & Co., E. P. Parlin, South ful,
the amount appropriated is for the very ^ rom Auburn.
the rod and gun and enjoys the sport.
statutes.
Orlando
from
the
Bisbee
has
moved
Woodwork
of
Stevens,
Oxford;
Noyes
Drug
Jaris;
revising
necessary
Miss Rose Kimball visited her home
Mr. and Mrs. Atwood kindly invited
< tock to Dickvale into the house with
The University of Maine gets $35,000,
itore, Norway.
Norway Lake.
ere the first of the week.
rue to spend the night with them—an
' da sister, Mrs. Ida Putnam.
Colby College $15,000. Bates College
both
came
and
Maud
invitation which I gladly accepted, and
Evelyn Partridge
To Mothers In ThU Tow·.
Many are afflicted with bad colds.
Mason.
got nothing.
] tome recently.
to say that I was "royally" entertainod
and
cross
feverish
are
who
is
Children
E.
G.
Child
for
delicate,
J. C. WyThe list of things which the legislaworking
Charles Partridge of Rochester, Ν. Y.,
came to her new
Immediate relief from Mother Gray's is not putting it too strongly. After
Mrs.
Edward
Uhlman
rill
get
1
most
oan.
The
ture didn't do is a long one.
; weet Powders for Children. They cleanse the :ea and a
1 ecently visited hie
parents, C. W.
ome this week.
long chat on the veranda I
Birds are numerous and very pretty.
( tomach, act on the liver, making a sickly child
important item on the list is the bridge
retired to pleasant dreams. The followWilliam H. Mason and wife visited at 1 •artridge and wife.
for
worms,
cure
▲
certain
and
who
has
been
all
of
trong
Williams,
healthy.
Horsey
very
bill, providing for the maintenance
and
Will Potter and wife are at A. D.
>. W. Cashing's Wednesday.
old by all druggists, 25c. Sample Free. Ad· ng morning after a bountiful repast,
f ick, is now reported a little better.
fcr
bridges over fifty feet in length by the
1 ress, Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. T.
1 [ilgore's.
nany thanks to my host and hostess
Marion Bean ia visiting in Albany.
Rowe
is
to
inH.
O.
able
to
refused
The legislature
state.
improving, being
Mr. and Mrs. George Frost celebrated
;heir hospitality, I bade them good-bye,
The river driving is slow.
it
some.
to
$5000.
the
up
crease
governor's salary
Are Ton tslng Allen'· Foot-Easel
egretting that I could not linger a
bought a cow of O. t heir 20th wedding anniversary Tuesday
Douglas
A. S. Holman and Howard Turner
Among the bills referred to the next r. Mason aCushing
« vening.
The presents were many and
Shake Into your shoes Allen's Foot-Ease, a while longer in that enchanted land,
few daya ago.
1 rere this way Apr. 2, taking inventory.
the
those
are
to
incorporate
Painful,
It cares Corns, Bunion·,
legislature
owder.
ffhlch Is called the garden spot of Florida.
Mrs. Gus McAllister is visiting her a very pleasant evening was enjoyed by
R. S. Tracy and wife are ill with the § marûng, Hot, Swollen feat. At all Druggist·
O. ▲. Maxim.
city of Rumford, and to permit the South
this a bout 80 neighbors and friends. Cake
Daniel
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mills,
SBo.
arents,
Shoe
nd
F
■
Store·,
j
i rippe.
Paris Village Corporation to establish a
served.
loe
oected

Dr. Parker's Tonetic Tablets

NORWAY,

your step; they will .restore your appetite for food and thus build up tho digestion, sweeten the breath and clean up
They will tone up the
your tongue.
nerves and increase the red corpuscles
which are the life of the blood.
will renew your

youth.

Millinery

They

They aro put up in boxes of fifty tabeach, at 50 cents a box, or six boxes
for 92.50, and are for sale by all druggists and by The Dr. Parker Medicine
Co., 51-63 Exchange St., Portland, Me.,

! flRS. E.
£

U. S. A.

Eastern

Argus

I

papers of Sew England.
The chief Maine exponent ami champion of
.Jeffersonlan Democracy, the Argus is broad In
Its vl'-ws, fair In tone, clean In character and

universal In Its scope of Information. For these
reasons tills old "stand-by" of Maine
Democracy and upholder of Maine Interests of
all kinds, Is dally welcomed In thousands of
Maine homes, while the sphere of Its Influence
In all Its varied dele constancy extending.
partments the Argus for th^ coming year will be
and other

al>rea*t of the times. Its general news service
w!ll Include the fullest telegraphic and cable
dispatches. presenting in well-arranged form all
Maine news and
the world's news of the day.
Maine interests, will, as heretofore, receive

up.

MRS, E. A. HOWE, South Parie, Maine.
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

Argue will
coming
round out a century of faith ul, honorable and
the
progressive service ami will take rank with
setcct few centenarian ne wept pent of the
country. This event will foe recognlied by
furiher Improvement* In mechanical equipment
and Increase of news gathering facilities, thus
maintaining and strengthening the position the
Argus ha» attained among the leading newsyear the Eastern

With the

Ready-to-wear Hats from 69 cts.

J

I803—1903.

HOWE

A.

will have her Spring Opening of Millinery.
We have the latest
Call and see our goods.
ideas.

£Ο

Daily and Weekly.

display !

Thursday and Friday,
April 9th and ioth,

On

lets

STORE,

SHOE

SMILEY

BASE BALL GOODS !
A

full line of

Spalding, Victor, Reach

Harwood make of Balls,

and

Bats,
Mitts,
Gloves, etc.,

everything necessary

found

play

to

and

$1.25 each
to
$1.00 each
5c.
10c. to $4.00 each
25c. to $3.25 each
the game can be
5c. to

At the Pharmacy of

CO.,

F. A. SHURTLEFF &
PARIS, MAINE.

SOUTH

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

for the Argui Is, first of all,
Maine newspaper for Maine people, an.I devoted to Maine Interests of every description.
Throughout the coming year It will keep lta

special attention,
a

readers In c!orer touch with Mate and local Interest· lhan ever before, covering the legislative
procre lings with full and careful reports, while
all the special features that have helped to make
the Argus one of the best of New Kngland fam11 τ papers, will l>e further developed and Improved.

WEEKLY ARGUS.
Wceklv Argus will k ep up Its old time
reputation a* a family new·ραρ.τ, covcrirg the
n>-ws or the state ami giving can-fill attention to
Subscribers
Its markets and ship news reports
to the Wceklv λ rgin aie entitled tothe Saturday
edMon of the Dally \igu«. This practically
inake* the Weekly a semi-Weekly and gives
The

the subscriber a large volume of
small amount of money.

news

for

a

TBRMB.

The Dal'y Argus Is sent for AO cents per month,
t<!.no per year In a'lvance, and fi.00 at the
end of the year, free of postage.
THE
Th- Weekiv
Arms, INCLUDING
SATURDAY EDITION, Is sent at these rates:—
One copy, one year, free of itostige, 91.50 In adClubs of
vance or (2.(10 at the end of the year.
5, free of postage, φδ.Οο In advance.
or

Argus Pub. Co.,

Eastern

99 Exchange St.,

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

Bankrupt's

Petition for

(n the matter of
JABVIS M. DO Β

LE,

Bankrupt.

)

}
)

DO YOU WANT STEADY

EMPLOYMENT AT GOOD PAY?

Discharge.
In

We want men over all New England to
work for us selling nursery stock.
Steady job, pay weekly, experience not
necessary, exclusive territory, outfit
free. Apply at once.

Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. Chhenck IIalk, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
A KYI-S M. DOBLE, of South Paris, In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
said District, respectfully represents that on the
•.Met day of February, last past, he was duly
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has duly
surrendered all his property and rights of
property, anil has fully compiled with all the
requirements of said Acts ami of the orders of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wheretore he prays, That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate, under said
Bankrupt Acts, except such debts as are
excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this31st day of Mar., A. D. 1903.
JAKV1S M. DOBLE.

J

HOMER N. CHASE & CO., Auburn, Me
90 A. Main Street.

Mention thla paper.

Bankrupt.

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOF.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

District of Maine, es.
On this 4th day of Apr, A. D. 1903,on reading the foregoing petition, it Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
upon the name on the 24th day of April. A. D.
1903, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that notice tlicreo' be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of raid petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as

is a metropolitan newspaper for butty people, almost ah
good as a daily, and your Kural Free Delivery Carrier
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very email cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEELLY
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, but you can secure it with

suited.
Witness the Hon. Clakencp. IIalk. Judge
of the said Court, and tne seal thereof, at fortland, In said District, on the 4th day of Apr.,
A. D. 1903.
JAMES E. HEWKY,Clerk.
[L.e.j
A true copv of petition and order thereon.
Attéxt: JAMES E. IIEWEY,Clerk

your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

Papers One Year (or $2.25.
Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEW-

YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will

bring

you a free

sample
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HARNESS I
as

I One Thing at a Time
a

"I can't afford to advertise on
large scale," said a merchant

lately, "and with

my

varied stock

I wouldn't know where to begin
small scale."

on a

It is
tlic

a common fallacy that
advertising mast cover

tisers, and. If it did, the result

HARNESS!

article

91

time—something
moderately priced and meeting
the want of the day—and push
that at the
Record.

a

people.—Philadelphia

Tou are Invited to try this
plan In our column·. Change
your ad. with every laaue.
Buyers watch our columns
for store new·.

HARNESS!

trade.

My prices

good

custom harness ?

are

season.

not have me

build you

a

&Μν™κεΒ

Main St., Norway, Maine.

PAKLIN'S Pain Powders
cure

Headache in

from any other

20 to

powder.

60 minute·.

PARLIN'S Warranted

Jumble of prolixity.
policy is to select one

at

spring

IAMES N. FAVOR,

would be α

The true

last

Why

the whole atock.

In point of fact it never does,
even with the moet lavish adver-

as

(^Λ^7

01

I have put in my Harness for
low

copy.

throat,

cures sore

from any other

cough,

IE-VI-NO—A famous
a

famous
for the

Spruce Elixir

croup,

cough remedy.

physician

Better results than

etc.

Better result· than

prescription by

Stojnach, Blood, Liver and Kidney·.

results that

can

be obtained from any medicine.

RNEST P. PARUN,
Next door to Post

Office,

The best
it.

Try

Prescription Druggist,
South

Pari·,

Main·.

^""Sïtorfl

Brmocrat

socrFiÂm

There will be an opera rehearsal thi s

Monday evening.

Chester Record and
a farm in Poland.

family

have move< 1

Miss Maud Carter is at home iron 11
Brain tree, Mass., fortbe Easter vacation

Farmers'

The C. E. sociable that was to hav ) WKU. ATTENDED
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Bear* the

For Infants and Children

50 cts.

to

$5.50

a

window.

pair.

a

Sash Curtain Rods L Fixtures.
■H"I ; I I Ί"Ι'·1·Ί"Ι I I 1 I 1 Ι Η I I I I

Agent
•

for

Eddy

The

Refrigerator.

J

IIΊΊΙΙ1 1 III Ml II 111 111

I?

Large

Line of

FURNITURE.

!!

T he Best in the Market.

F. A. THAYER,
Thayer, Proprietor.

Grace

31Ulnge Block., South Paris, Mo.

BLUE STORES.

What do You Need for Easter ?
April

This markes the advent of Spring.
SUIT, OVERCOAT or RAIN COAT.

Time to

12th ia Eaeter.

ut on the new

Our Spring Stock is Complete.
and T. S. & CO. makes of
KIRSCHBAUM "VITALS BRAND"

lothing excel.

Try them.
NEW SHIRTS just in.
Large variety of whites and colored,
[athaway and other leading makes, 50c., 75c., $1.00.
Tecks, 4-in-hands and bow·.
EASTER NECKWEAR—latest

styles

STIFF HATS-Lamson & Hubbard, C. R. C,
ioston Derby and Tourist brands.
DRESS GLOVES—Tan, brown and pearl shades.
MEDIUM WEIGHT UNDERWEAR—just right for present
se, 50c., 75c., $1.00.
SOFT AND

F. H. NOYES CO.,
PARIS.

SOUTH

now

il.

NORWAY,

-

"Japanese Mattings"

The

ΤΕΝΝΕΥ,Ι

OCULIST,

Triangle

Portieres, $2.50 to $10.00

^fe'-Man*

DR.

manufacturer.

to make less

Draperies,

.ace

FEEDING

|

the

Tha Kind Yob Uav· Alwais BougU

Boston.^

l'U^"S,^^^MV:VunVnaMrr&rl,^.

for

J. F. Plummer.

CASTORIA

^

— -----

USS^SSi^ KveW iu«UU.

profits

Brand 4

SïïSB·".

t

twenty

f

A. W. Walker &. Son,

|

dozen,

means

added

(Tsjfo)

Spreader,

|

about

which

cents per

serve

Miller Manure Pulverizer and

wS

collars

reduces

put better values in their
sequently this brand is made from linen
and so guaranteed. We have all the
popular styles and would be glad to

A. W. Walker & Son.

tUSome1ofCtahe

Woman.^

cost of

fabric

Brand

made

of that

use

The makers of the Double

just

■

usually

are

being offered by

Dayton Bolster &
are

undoubtedly the

best

Summer floor covering

market.

They

Spring and

now

on

the

are

SANITARY.

ECONOMICAL

i (RUSTIC

Co.

We have them for 25c, 30c, 33c and 35c.
China Mattings from 12 1-2C to 25c.
Call

^nd

SO
I SOUTH

see

them.

Market

Square,

MAINS.

PARIS,

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any
CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

BSRIilN AND GORBAM,

-

Ν. B.

Ivers k Pond Pianos.

HOMEMAKEKS' COLUMN.

:BEECHAM'S PILLS

Eipaads.
England Conservatory of

The Conservatory

will

I

No.

Alt00

À.

WALKER &

W

m

SON,

RICHARDS,

cream or milk.
For a milk stew

to climb over.
scald two cupfuls of
Change an article of food to a figure milk. Have
ready a quart of oysters,
of speech.
rinsed and strained. Add to the oysters
of butter, two tablea tablespoonful
No. 63.—frouword.
spoonfuls of cracker crumbs and a level
In spring, but never in fall;
teaepoonful of salt. Boil for two
In tennis, but never in bail;
utes and add the hot milk.
In Anna, but never in Belle;
Cold slaw or cabbage salad and crackers
In stutter, but never in spell;
are served with the stew.
In ready, but never in late;
In cherish, but never In hate;
1'IOS IN A BLANKET.
In happy, but never In glad;
In evil, but never In bad;
Rinse large oysters and season with
In bonnet, but never In bee;
salt and pepper. Wrap each oyster in a
Whole Is a curious child of the sea.
thin slice of bacon and pin it securely
with a toothpick. Ilave a hot frying
No. β4·—Triple Brheadlafi.
pan ready and fry until the bacon is
a
1. Triply behead to fade and leave
crisp. It adds to the flavor if the oysters
are first cooked in butter and lemon
pronoun.
2. Triply behead an assembly having juice.
the highest legislative power and leave
ESCALLOPED OTSTERS.

m

m

m

From the Boston Herald, the leading
newspaper of New England, in its issue
of July 13, 1902.

remedyCATARRH

W. J. WHEELER, Agent,
South Paris, Oxford County, Me.

I*

tor· to

gtv·

Kalisiaclion

consumed.
3. Triply behead a hammer and leave
to allow.
4. Triply behead a small and mean
bed and leave to rent
5. Triply behead a nobleman and
leave a preposition.
6. Triply behead the most sluggish
and leave a point of the compass.
7. Triply behead impolite and leave
a letter from Maine.
8. Triply behead a rope and leave a

Gives Relief it one·.
It cleanses, xoothee
and heals the diseased
membrane.
It cures
drives
ami
catarrh
a co)U In
the
away

KS,ffiicllB»,.".^;COLPlN HEAD

protect» the Membrnue. Kestoree the Senses o!
Taste mad Smell. Full Size, 50 cents. at l»rugitlsts or bv mall. Trial size 10 cents, by m&ll.
elLY BROTHERS. 36 Warren Street, New York.

SALESMEN WANTED.

Scientific American.

Salary

A handsomely '.llnitrated weekly. I.anrest etrculation of ativ «. lentlde tournai. Term». 93 a
year: four month*. |L Sold by all newsdealer*.

DIVISION.

For the International

AXD BOSTON LI.\E.

Coast and Interior
Mew i:n|laud.

Keeort·

Mta

Paper

Co.

Spruce, Kir ami Hemlock pulp wood, <lellvere<l
at Nrand Trunk stations, from Mechanic Falls
to I.ocke's Mills.

of

J. M.

Steamer» leave Franklin Wharf. Portland, ami
India Wharf, Boston, dally, except Sunday, at
7 ΌΙ» P. M.
Through ticket.- I—ued and baggage checked
for New York, Philadelphia and Washington
via all rail and Sound lines.
Krelght rates always as low as other Unes.
All'freight via this Une Insured again»* lire
and marine risk.
J. K. Liscomb, Agent, Franklin Wharf,
Portland.
A. H. Hanscom, G. P. A T. A.
Calvin Ai*sti>\ Vice Pres't A Gen'l Mausjer.
General

nec-

PULP WOOD WANTED

FARE ONLY $1.00.
To

experience

no

THE R. G. CHASE CO., MALDEN, MASS.

[astern steamsfiip Company.
PORTLAND

commission;

essary; nn>ney ailrunred for expenses; outllt
Solicit orders for our Guaranteed
Κ ΚΚΚ
Nursery Stock. Write us at once for terms anil
secure the best territory.

S Co.3s,B~·*»' New York
.MUNN
Branch Offlce, OS F St_ Washington. IX C.

PoKTL.HIi

or

DAY,

Bryant's Pond,

niyrnio

UnmLnnu

SUPPLIES !

u

P.

W.

ΊΛΪΙΙΙ,

43 lain St., South
Mall orders

Offices, Foster*» Wharf, Boston, Mass.

Me.

photographic

ο

Pari», If.

promptly tilled.

[\L·,■ Sleep
■·_

If a child is restless in the night, starting suddenly from
about the bed, grinding the teeth—growing
thin and listless, apparently from loss of rest—the trouble is
worms.
A few do&es of that famous old remedy,

sleep, tossing

should be selected for
the purpose. Rinse and dry them with
a towel.
Spinkle each oyster with salt
and paprika. Have a griddle "hissing"
hot. Butter it thoroughly, and cover it
with the oysters. As fast as they brown
Remove to
on one side turn them over.
a hot dish in which is melted butter.—
New York Herald.

expel the worms, and cure the diseased conditions, causthe child to sleep well at night, and, naturally, give it a
bright and cheerful disposition throughout the day. Dr.Truc's
Pin Worm Elixir is a purely vegetable remedy tliat would not
harm the most delicate child even if it had no worms. In
use 50 years.
Sold at stores generally, 35 cents. Booklet on
Children and Their Diseases free. Write us for it.
will

Τ ape \v onn·.

AXES,

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIC BLOCK,

Unconditionally

NORWAY.

Warranted,

$1.00.

W. H. Winchester,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

Axe Handles, 10 to

Trouble Ahead.

30 cents.

She—Jack wants a quiet wedding.
Her Chum—Well, let him have it. If 8
the last quiet day he'll ever have.—
New York Journal.
Be Careful.

Hobbs'Variety Store,

M

NORWAY,

She was a maiden fuir to Be·
As on the chair she sat;
But that cut no ice with mo;
She was sitting on my hat.

ME.

Key to the Pnsaler.
Να 53.—Diamond: 1. M. 2. Lap. 3.
Lunar. 4. Mansion. 5. Paint, ti. Rot.
7. N.
Να
Topple.
Topmost
54.—Tops:

TRY

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

Topic.

Supplies.

No. 55.—Bits From Boz: The Marchioness. Captain Cuttle.
No. 5t>.—Central Acrostic: Pumpkin
pie. 1. Apple. 2. Laugh. 3. Tamed. 4.
Pipes. 5. Ankle. (J. Sting. 7. Pansy.
8. Soppy. 9. Stiff. 10. Freed.
No. 57.—Progressive Word: Discover.
2.
No. 58.—Metagram: 1. Least

Ν. H.

Berlin,

Always

Wool

True

"L F." Atwood's Bitters

—

—

Carpets ι

PiansaÔwb

I have large stock of
I 'ianos and Organs, and have

Chas. F. Ridlon,

:

nice trades in second
> land instruments.
;

Sts,,

Ε

MAINE.

NORWAY,

\

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish

ISF

Also Window & Door Frames.
Planing, Sawing

West Stunner,

CHANDLER,

I

I
I

Stevens, Oxford.

s

1 V.

Mala» ■ Mtk

J. Wheeler,

Parte,

Mat··»

« alk

haughtily

oat

f

fate and mealy.

Hnrrlet

M.

Foster

has

been

I
I

monument to Salmon P. Chase.
Mrs. Amy Colvin of Phénix, R. I., ifl
ninety-nine y eu re old. She has never
been out of her native state and last

risited Providence during the

war

of

1812.

Clara Barton, head of the Red Cross

locloty, hns been Invited by President
Diaz of Mexico to visit the City of
Mexico and there organize a branch of
the society for the republic.
Countess de Spottiswood-Mao
kin, formerly Miss Britton of St Louis,
uns received the Alphonse XIII. medal
which was struck in commemoration
of the young king's coronution last
May r.:id is the only American thus
The

singled

out.

George A. Graves of Ogden,
Utah, recently received a check from
the United States government for $250
as her sliure in the settlement of a
claim tbut hud been pending for 105
pears. The claim was for $1,750, and
•Mrs.

there are seven heirs.
Mrs. Mary Letitia Llsh recently celebrated lier one hundred and second
birthday in Baltimore. When living
in Glasgow, Scotland, she saved the
present king of England from a serious

Jetted fringes border the edges of the
brims of uiany new hats of straw, silk
and chiffon.
Some of the new topcoats and blouse
Jackets of t'.e spring season are imby the addition of circular

proved

shoulder capes with stole ends.
The pronounced dip front that hns
been η feature of blouses, fancy waists
and shirt waists of every description is

not seen on any of the new Paris made
models.
The straight tabs of the new Louis
XV. cravats are made of real lace or
hand embroidered silk, η narrow line
of the lace or embroidery showing at
the upper and lower edges of the
Tambour luce Is used frequently on
both day and evening gowns in the
form of bands, fichus and flounces, and
the old time lace scarfs are used for
stoles or arranged In peplum style on
the skirt, forming a point in front and
nt each side.

Expensive lace boleros are sent from
I'aris this season to wear with handThese
some gowns of various kinds.
have long Louis Quinze scarf ends at
the back, and they are shewn lu black,
white, butter color and ficelle tints.—
New York Post.

Important to Mother».
a carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
..
and children,
• Mfe and «are remedy for infant·
that it

A schoolmaster recently received the
note: "Dear Sir:—"Please ex
cuee my son, Jack, from attending school
to-day, as he has to bo at the funeral of
his two aunts. I will see that it does
not occur again.''

following

Willie—"What did you

Archie?"

Archie—"I don't

abroad

see

remember

exactly; but I did three countries more
than Reggie did in the same time."

It Is a mutter of profound satisfaction that the czar finds the time rijM)
for a broader liberalism, and the language of the decree conveys the assurance of full religious freedom.—Pbiludelphiu Press.
To compare this decree of Nicholas
II. with Alexander's act of emancipation is to be absurd. Its practical effects cannot even be guessed. It nmy
mean much, and it may prove to be α
Philadelphia North
barren ideality.
—

American.

THRONE LIGHTS.

King Oscar of Sweden has presented
IS ROBBED OF ITS
a gold medal for award every fifth
TERRORS
year to the world's most prominent
By Foley's Honey and Tar. It stops mathematician.
the racking cough and heals and strengthThe young sultan of Morocco is proens the lungs. If taken in time it will
the matter of
prevent an attack of pneumonia. Re- gressive, especially in
fuse substitutes.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co
seeing that his army has the latest imSouth Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
proved artillery and small arms.
Prince Joachim Albreeht of Prussia,
Mike (opening his pay envelope)—
the second son of the regent of Ilruns"Faith, that's the stingiest man I ever
has Just completed the music for
worked for." Pat—"Phwat's the mat- wick,
ballet entitled "The Mirter wid ye; didn't ye git as much as ye a spectacular
of Spring."
acle
was
I
but
Mike—"Yes,
ixpected?"
countin' on gittin' more than I ixpected.''
Only once has the emperor of Austria
ilomied a frock coat and silk hat. This
was in 1807. when he visited Paris for
Whether at home or
the exhibition.
Cures a Cold in One Day, Crip in 2 Days traveling he invariably wears uniform,

axative Rromo
ftromo Ouinine
Quinii

box. 25c

Nothing destroys the memory
affectively as borrowing money.
Lady (to clerk in clothing store)—"I
a pair of trousers for my husband."
Dlerk—"What size, madam?" Lady—"I
want

lon't know the size, but he wears a 15
collar."

Foley's Iloney

and Tar contains no
jpiates, and will not constipate like
nearly all other cough modicines. Refuse substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

Take Time.

Mr. Bilkins—"Poor Perkins is having
Mrs. Bilkins—
liie share of grief."
'Poor man; I understand his wife is
/cry ill." Mr. Bilkins—"Yes, I know,
Sut Perkins' best race horse fell and
jroke its leg."
ΓΟ
1

CURE

A COLD IN

rake Laxative

ill druggists

to cure.
>n each box.

I :aiis

ONE

DAY

Bromo-Quinine Tablets,
refund the money if it
F. W. Grove's signature
25c.

Wright Smooth—"Suppose you were
j η danger of being kissed, sweet maid,

1 low would you meet such

an

emergen-

;y?" Polly Wogg (the milkmaid)—"Face
face."

Iο

Foley's Kidney cure if

taken in time
ifforde security from all kidney and
•ladder diseases. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
iouth Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
your wife aimed at and
a
cup?" Witness
-"Yes sir." Judge—"Well, all I have
ο say is that you ought to be very

Judge—"And

truck your head with

»roud of her."

The surest and safest remedy for kid
/
ley and bladder diseases is Foley's
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
Sidney Cure.
QUth Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
There are lots of people who do not
bink they get their money's worth at a
heatre unless they see an Irishman with

•ink whiskers.

It's the little colds that grow into big
the big colds that end in conumption and death. Watch the little
olds. Dr. Wood'· Norway Pine Syrup.

olds;

"They

ι iark."

say that death loves
"Does he? Well, it

a

shining
to
who

seems

I've noticed that the fellows
the most gold lace had no trouble
i ι dodging danger when any real fight·
J- ig was going on."
ι îe

^ rore

Eczema, scald head, hives, itchiness of
t le skin of any sort, instantly relieved,
F ermanently oared. Doan'· Ointment,
-4 t any drag store.

ffipffllMl

opponent."

bribed his

"Napoleon L was born Aug. 18, 17G8,
and this day was destined to be the
most remarkable In his entire life, since
he ascendcd the throne of France on
Dec. 2, 1804."
"In the time of the ancient Romans
wore a fillet, which went over

priests

the head and neck and into the shoulder blade."
"Schiller's life came to a final end on
May 9, 1805."
"There were three Punic ware—namely, the first, second and third."
"In reading Klopstock one must look
for the argument, and even If it is not
there one must find it"
"In regard to Homer, no one knows
whether, where, how, when or why he
was born."
"The national hymn should always
be sung standing with bare feet"
"Ladislaus Posthumus was a good
humored ruler, but he was defective in
the matter of birth."
Steamer· Won't

required space

stop its progress.

to

For Infante and Children.

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

AYegetable PreparationforAssimilating the Food andBegulaor

Bears the

ting the Stomachs andBowels

Signature

Promotes Digestion.CheerTul·
ness aiv\ Rest.Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral.
Not "Narc otic

of

rimpe afOtd-JDrSANUELPtTCMR
PtunfJiM Sent·
Âlx.SmnA

In
Ose
For Over
Thirty Years

♦

Ihxktllt SJ*
slnue&nd *

Stop.

Experiments show that a large ocean
steamer going at nineteen knots an
hour will move over α distance of two
miles after its engines are stopped and
gives less
reversed, and no authority half
as the
than a mile or a mile and a

IHnpSMtlCltoifud Awr
lliitrpm nam:
A perfect Remedy forConstipaΓιοη, Sour Stoovach.Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Fevenshness and LOSS OF SLEEP.

FacSinûlc Signature

dLtdth&G"·

of

NEW YOHK.
At

t> inunlliN old

CASTORIA

MS

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

TNI Of «TAU « COMPANY, NEW VOftft CITY.

he goes out shooting,
when he is to be seen in a Tyrolese costume.

except when

Weary and worn out all th<
time. Back weak and lame anc

Doan's

Kidney Pills

The dust heap is absolutely necessary for fowls. It cleanses the feathers and skin of vermin and impurities
and promotes the natural secretions of
the skin.

The Thnmea Tunnel.

Under the Thames, London, is

tunIt is a tube 11
îcl for pedestrians.
.'eet in diameter, 1,217 feet long, with
lie top 13 feet below the river bed. It
s accessible by electric elevators and a
iplral iron stairway at each terminus.
a

Mncllaar·.
Gum arable and gum tragacanth in
iquaj parts, dissolved in hot water, are
•eputed to make the finest and most
convenient mucilage you can keep in
he house.

The Flret Kite.

Tradition attributes the invention of
he first kite to a Chinese general
tamed Han Sin, who, in the third cenury B. C., measured the distance of
he citadel of a town he was besieging
>y means of a kite string.
Teleacope.
The first telescope which Galilei
bowed to the authorities of Venice In
he seventeenth century was similar in
The

instruction to the ordinary opera glass
ind magnified only three diameters.

Liirhtnlnir and FUhea.
A peculiar sensitiveness to lightning
In several
tas been noted In fishes.
a ses trout and other fishes In tanks
nd pools have been killed by lightning

lashes, which, however, «track

llftuiMAwaj.

_

some

Both Papers One Year ior Only $1.75,

disorders.

Mrs. Mark Hyde, of 45 Thornlcy street,
Pawtucket, H. I., sn.vs: "I>oan's KIdnej
Tills have been used by both uiy husband
and twu daughters, and the relief obtained
lu every case wus very satisfactory. .My
husband was bothered off and ou for a long
tltue with palus across his back, which at
times became very severe. 1 saw Doau's
Kidney 1'llls advertised, and procured a
box from W. L. Wood's drug store. Ho
used them, and lu a very short time was rid
of the backache. I always keep Doan's
Kidney I'llls ou band, and would uot be
without them."
For sale by all druggists: ΓΛ cents. Foster-Mltburu Co.. Buffalo, Κ. Ϊ.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE
NEW.YORK TRIBUNE FARMER, New·York City, «ill

bring

you free

sample

ROMOC

Veterinary Surgeon,

South Paris,

Telephone.
Oflicp anil

RrMrirace,
ii niKh street.

THE MEDICINE
NATURE MAKES.

Maine,

Satsuma Interior Enamels
better than

are

TWENTY

ROMOC

paint.

easy, nuiko a smooth surface, and any one can apply them tc
walls, ceilings, inside woodwork, panMan)
tries, kitchens and furniture.
The surface is nonbeautiful tints.
absorbent and can bo kept bright and
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.

They work

price

ae

ANY

ordinary paint

Milligan M'f'g Co.,

to learn the shoe

opportuuity

positions
capable boys.
Good

ness.

smart,

Apply

OR

TROUBLE.

ROMOC

Boston,

AN

BLOOD
IS

INEX-

Mass.

many cases
of rheumatism and stomach trouble that have been
cured by the use of Romoc that I do not hesitate to
recommend it to my guests. I have also bought and
given to my help In the Quincy House many bottles of
Rumoc and the result has always been the same—sure
and speedy relief. You may always use
my namo as a reference.
|'p|
Yours truly,
ΟΛΜΛΓ
lOTlUI#
Ο.
O.
BARRON.
(Signed)

an

busi-

ορ«·η to

are

RHEU-

STOMACH

Gentlemen:—I have seen and known of

about 16 years of age

stiong ami who wish

,0F

The Qulncy House,
0. O. Barron, Prop.

NilNF..

IN SHOE FACTORY.

are

OF

LITTLE

PENSIVE MEDICINE.

Boys Wanted
who

CASE

THEREFORE

S P. MAXIM ά SON,

hoys

A

MATISM, INDIGESTION,

Chicago.
Also Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coach
and Spar
Varnish, Muralo, <&c.,
Masury's Railroad and Liquid I'aints,
For sale by,

Several

IN

TIMES DAILY WILL CURE

FREK Color card and our booklet, "How tc
llcfurnleh the Home Without Buying New Fur
olture."

«4017ΤΙΙ ΡΛΙΙΙΝ.

DROPS

WATER TWO OR THREE

Don't pay fancy prices when your dealer wll
furnish you "Satmima Interior Enamel·" at the

-tame

copy.

HOW TO TAKE

Dr. κ. υ. Bailey.

so

MAN

at once to

CHASE. MERRITT CO.,

"Romoc Guaranteed, if not cured, money refunded."
F. A. 8HURTLBPP Cb OO.. Agonts.

A

We Do all Kinds of...
JOB PRINTING.
Atwood & Forbes, South Paria.

Κ>Η·
*

H

Quaker Home

PARKER'S
BALSAM

HAIR

αι,ιΐ bcautlfiei !!;<· hair.
luxuriant growth.
s
Falls to Bcitore Cray
ΠλΙγ to it· Youthful Color.
Curvi #ralp ilitran k hair tailing.
jOc.aml|U<)ttt llrugjtiiu
Il'·

Never

Farmers'
Attention !

Drewerlea.

More than half of the breweries In
:he world are in Germany. Altogether
here are about 51.001), of which 20,000
ire in Germany.

favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

every symptom of Kidney Ills, from
commun backache to complicated urinary
cure

Mechanic Falls, Me.

nal heat

is a national illustrated agricultural weekly for farmer»
and their families, and stands at the head of the agriniltural press. It is a practical paper for practical farmers,
helping them to secure the largest possible profit from the
farm through practical methods.
It is entertaining, instructive and practically useful to
the farmer's wife, sons and daughters, whose interests it
covers in an attractive manner.
The regular price is $1.00 per year, but for :i limited
time we will receive your subscription for THE NEWYORK TRIBUNE FARMER and also for your own

Headache, Nervous,
The KidExcitable.
Restless,
are
sick.
neys

aching.

POULTRY.
Properly cared for. ducks pay better
than chickens.
When hens have scours, a speedy
remedy is to feed powdered chalk in
the soft food.
Λ piece of thick turf about a foot
S(]uare is a good bed in which to make
ο nest for a sitting hen.
For the first twenty-four hours after
hatching no feeding Is needed, the chief
want of the little brood being mater-

The New-York
Tribune Farmer

SO WEARY.

Made by Heath &

PNEUMONIA

en every

"Veres plundered the temples of Sicily and then took them home with him;
nevertheless he won his lawsuit, for be

draped stock.

If Nicholas makes his undoubtedly
sincere desire effective, a great place
in imperial history awaits him.—New
York Mail and Express.
The czar has loosened up a little, but
he doesn't Intend that the Russian reformers shall indulge In any torchlight
processions.—Washington Post.

IB Vn For Over 30 Year».
The Kind Ton Have Always Boofbt

CASTORIA

pils:

GOWN GOSSIP.

THE CZAR'S DECREE.

Beanth·
Signature of

Carlo·· German Aaiwtr*.
At α school in Ciermnuy an examination was recently held, and here are
some of the answers given by the pu-

fall when lie. as a boy, was visiting
that city with Queen Victoria.
Mrs. II. L. Scales of Corsicana, recently appointed by Governor Laniiam
of Texas as a member of the bourd of
managers of the State Orphans' homo
at that place, is the first woman to be
placed on a hoaril controlling any of
the state's eleemosynary Institutions.

"What are the holes for?" asked little
that
at the

porous plaster
looking
I Edna,
her mother was preparing to put on Wil"It's funny you don't know
lie's back.
I that, sis," interposed
Willie. "They're
I to
let the pain out, of course."
I

Begin young by giving him whatever
he cries for. Talk freely before the
child about his cleverness as incomparable. Tell him he is too much for you,
that you can do nothing with him. Have
divided counsels as between father and
mother. Let him learn to regard his
father as possessing unlimited power,
capricious and tyrannical, or as a mere
whipping machine. Let him learn (from
his father's example) to despise his
mother. Do not know or care who his
companions may be. Let him read
Let the child,
whatever he likes.
whether boy or girl, rove the streets in
the evening and let him have plenty of
money to spend. Chastise severely for
These
a foible, and laugh at a vice.
rules are not untried.
Many parents
have proved them with a substantia]
uniformity of results. If a faithful
observance of them does not spoil your
child, you will at least have the comfortable reflection that you have done
what you could.—McCall's Magazine.

Take time to breathe a morning prayer,
application.
Catalogues
asking God to keep you from evil, and
Feast 3. Beast. 4. Yeast
use you for his glory during the day.
No. 59.—Riddles: Go up a mountain.
Take time to read a few verses from
he's
a-board.
Courtship. When
God's Word each day.
No. tX).—Numerical Enigma: Rudyard
Take time to be pleasant. A bright
smile or a pleasant word falls like a sunKipling.
No. 01.—On the ice: Sl-lce.
Sp-lce. beam upon the hearts of those around
Ent-ice. R-ice. Pr-lce. M-lce. N-lce. us.
Take time to be polite. A gentle "I
a teaspoonful of *'L. F."
The
thank you," "If you please," "Excuse
STOPS THE COUGH
me," even to an inferior, is no comAND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
promise of dignity, and you know—
after each meal; it cures dyspepsia.
ON
I
cure
Tablets
Laxative Bromo-Quinine
"True politeness Is to say
35c, 8 oz. bottle.—All dealers.
No Cure, no Pay.
ι cold in one day.
The kindest things tn the kindest way."
Price 25 cents.
Take time to be patient with children.
will open a way
"I wouldn't fight, my good men," Patience and kindness
taid the peacemaker. "But be called for good influence over almost any child.
Take time to be thoughtful about the
ne a thief, sir,1' explained one of the
hairs even if they
combatants. "And he called me a lazy aged. Respect gray
a
oafer," cried the other. "Well," said crown the head of beggar.—Exchange.
he peacemaker, serenely, "1 wouldn't
to close out odd patterns and clean
Relief for Tired Eyes.
ight over a difference of opinion; you
>
who suffer from tired eyes may
a
new
nay both be right"
People
stock.
up
be glad to try a French author's acciOrdinary household accidents have no dentally discovered remedy. It is a
errors when there's a bottle of Dr.
simple method of restoring the vision to
,ome
Thomas' Eclectrio Oil in the medicine freshness. One night when engaged in
best. Heals
burns,
cuts, bruises, writing an article, his eyes gave out before he could finish, and he was comprain·. Instant relief.
I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
pelled to stop. So, turning from his unmake
to
after
Little
Fred,
attempting
c ase, Pease piano, 7} octave, almost new
finished manuscript, his eyes fell upon
of a horse on his slate, said :
wife
f or $183.
«
: picture does God see everything?" some scraps of colored silk that hisThese
'Mamma,
been using for patchwork.
had
One
walnut
case
Poole
almost
»
Danforth
piano,
Corner Main and
for
Tee, dear," was the reply. "Well,"
ay colore had a peculiar attraction
Γ ew, for $900, worth $250.
c ontinued the embryo artist, "Γ11 bet
is wearied optics. On resuming his
One second hand I vers & Pond piano, ] le'll laugh when He sees this horse."
work after gazing at them for several
ralnut case, for $930, worth $300.
minutes he found them quite fresh.
makes
Cure
kidneys
Kidney
Foley's
I have a nice oak case organ at Rumseveral experiments he surrounded
nd bladder right. Don't delay taking. After
f >rd Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
bis inkstand with brilliantly colored
Paris.
* '. A.
South
&
Shurtleff
Co.,
real trade.
itripod silk material, that hie eyes must
>rin Stevens, Oxford.
rest on them every time he dips hie pen
E. W.
One second hand Estey organ at South
"Yes," said D'Auber, the artist, in the ink. This brings instant relief.—
aris, almost new, for 33
canvases Exchange.
One second hand Worcester organ, 11 Ρ atronizingly, "I'm selling my
11 pw at my own prices.
"You don't
;ops, in nice condition, for $43.
* ly?" replied Sharpley, whose work had
Varnish etains may be removed from
1 will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
One second hand Dyer A Hughes, six
I the
ot yet caught on. "Υββ, indeed.
Sis· or Style at reasonable prices.
hands, and also from the brushes
:tave, walnut case, never been hurt,
appose you'd give a good deal to be a prith which it is applied, with spirits of
11 iat cost $12ô, for 05.
reat artist?" "No, indeed. I'd rather trine. First wash with a little spirit,
One second hand square piano, a nioe b 8 you."
If In want of any kind of Finish for Inslile or
ind then, after wiping with a rag, wash
worth
ο
1
for
Pine
Lam
ιβ,
$140.
Outside work, s«n<l In your orders.
113,
in soapy water.
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.
A lazy liver makes a lazy man. Bur- thoroughly
SEND FOR CATALOGUES.
d 9ok Blood Bitters is the natural, never
When the boiled potatoes are strained
and Job Work. «
* tiling remedy for a lazy liver.
ake them at once to the open door or
Matched Hani Wood Floor Boards for sale.
them a vigorous shakGet a woman in a logic· J corner, and vindow and give
become
ULLISM BLOCK,
E. W.
e] ie will am: "Don't be ridiculous!" aod i ng in the draught. They will
sent on

A LOW PRICE

I

Making nome Attractive.
From a place of learning, a thousand
Any accomplishment is worth cultiand a well known tlower form a somevating that may help to make the home
what old fashioned instructor of young attractive to husband and sons; but the
folks.
best acquirements for this purpose are
From a place of stored sweets, a no doubt moral rather than intellectual.
and a habit of
preposition and an Industrious insect They are a good temper
looking on the bright side of things. A
form a person who fights.
cheerful temper, not occasionally, but
habitually cheerful, is a quality which
No. β».—Hidden Bird·.
no wise man would be willing to dispense
The gong roused the whole family.
with in choosing a wife. A good wife
Mac awoke in time to go to school.
is courteous, sweet and gentle in all her
success.
Our night in Galena proved a
dealings. She may be a plain woman,
The saltpetre lacked strength.
but she takes pains to be always fasciThe lost rich man was found yester- nating. Eer first thought is—never to
disrrange, even for an instant, that
day.
drapery of pleasantness which a woman
should always wear. She knows that if
No. TO.-Strance Seed·.
to make the
Plant the days of the year, aod what it is the duty of a husband
money, it is hers to make life ornamentwill come up?
al and charming for him. lier perpetual
Fiant a clock, and what will come up?
aim is to give pleasure, to be agreeable
Plant the sun, and what will come and to be
amiable, and she succeeds in
up?
making "a happy fireside clime," which
what
and
a
Plant
"is the true pathos and sublimity of
mythological youth,
human life."—Exchange.
will come up?
Plant a vessel for holding liquid,.and
how to Spoil a Child.
what will come up?

Send (or pftmphlrt.

NASH,

Telephone Connection.

ATTACK OF WHOOPING COUGH.

Mrs. Ellen Harlieon of 300 Park Ave.,
Kansas City, Mo. writes as follows:
'Our two children had a severe attack
)f whooping cough, one of them in the
paroxysm of coughing would often faint
ind bleed at the nose. We tried everything we heard of without getting relief.
We then called our family doctor who
prescribed Foley's honey and Tar.
With the very first dose they began to
improve and we feel that it has saved
their lives." Refuse substitutes. F. A.
Orin
Shurtleff A Co., South Paris.

Ko. βΗ.—Word Building.

Dr. J. F. TRUE & CO., Auburn, Me.

J. WALDO

DREADFUL

BROILED OYSTERS.

ing

(or

|

lay-1

Plump oysters

TRUES WORM ELIXIR

treatment

But after a whispered objection on the
)ort of her friend, who probably explained her mistake to her, she settled back
η her seat, apparently somewhat disjomfited.—New York Clipper.

I

IN CHILDHOOD

SpecuU

"we've seen this here

Let's ro home."

îlay before.

Papa—"You saw that big boy whip|
the little one and you didn't interButter a baking dish. Have at hand ping
fere. Suppose you had been that iittle
oysters that have been rinsed and juice I
Robbie—"I did think of that an'
that lias been strained. Put a layer of I boy?"
was going to part 'em, but then I hapoysters in the bottom of the dish. Cover
to think, s'pose I was the big boy?
with rolled crumbs, dot with bits of I pened
I let 'em alone."
butter and season with salt and pepper. I So
Continue in t'iis way with alternate
CHRONIC BRONCHITIS CURED.
ers of oyster·» and crumbs until all are I
"For ten years I had chronic bronchiused. Turn over the dish enough oyster I
tis so bad that at times I could not
liquor or milk to moisten the mixture. I
above a whisper," writes Mr.
Cover the top of the dish with buttered I Apeak
Coffam of Montmorenci, Ind. I
crumbs and bake until brown. It will I Joseph
tried all remedies available, but with no
take about twenty minutes. Serve in a I
success.
my employer sugbaking dish. The escallop may also be I gested thatFortunately
letter from New Hampshire.
I try Foley's Honey and Tar.
casseroles I
9. Triply behead fervent and leave · baked in shells or individual
Its effect was almost miraculous, and I
or ramekins.
If the small dishes arel
On my
retreat
am now cured of the disease.
a
folded
used send each to the table on
recommendation many people have used
on
an
individual
plate.
napkin placed
No. OS—Riddle.
Foley's Honey and Tar, and always with
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
Fm not In the earth so fair
OYSTERS AU GRATIN.
satisfaction."
Nor In the deep, deep sea.
Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Pregare a quart of oysters. Put them South
Nor deem me with the powers of air;
in a saucepan, but reserve part of their I
They hold no place for me.
ladies contended for precedence
liquor. Add a heaping tablespoonful of I in Two
the court of Charles V. They apbutter. Cook until the oysters are plump. I
And yet "tie strange If o'er the sea
the monarch, who, like SoloYou tread a foreign strand,
Then turn in a cupful of Maderia wine, a I pealed to
first."
You'll find, however quick you be,
dash of black pepper and another of mon, awarded: "Let the eldest go
afterI am the first to land.
a Such a dispute was never known
of
wash
a
and
Peel
quarter
paprika.
ward.
I
and
of
fresh
mushrooms,
chop
pound
I
No. Οβ.—Connected Diamonds.
squeeze them dry in a towel. Stir them
Avoid all drying inhalants and use that
the oysters and cook two or three I
into
III.
II.
I.
which cleanses and heals the membrane.
minutes longer. Then strain out the I
Cream Halm is such a remedy and
xxx
mushrooms and oysters and arrange I Ely's catarrh
cures
easily and pleasantly. Cold
xxx
xxx
broth
xxx
the
shells.
in
them
Keep
baking
Price 50
in the head vanishes quickly.
I
of
two
add
the
to
it
hot
and
xxxxx
xxxxx
eggs cents at
xxxxx
yolks
druggists or by mail.
with a tablespoonful of butter. Cook I
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Catarrh caused difficulty in speaking
for a minute, stirring well, and then
and to a great extent loss of hearing. By
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
I
shells.
of
the
over
the
contents
it
pour
the use of Ely's Cream Balm dropping
XXX
XXX
XXX
Sprinkle each with fresh bread crumbs I of mucus has ceased, voice and hearing
and heat quickly in a hot oven.
XXX
have greatly improved.—J. W. Davidson,
OTSTERS EN BROCHETTE.
Att'y at Law, Monmouth, 111.
I.—1. A letter. 2. Moisture deposited
at night 3. A foreign coin. 4. RecitaPlump large oysters in butterandlemou I "What are the chief products of South
over I
teacher.
tion. 3. To irrigate. 6. A sailor. 7. A juice or in their own liquor. Fold
America?" asked the school
each oyster a very thin slice of bacon. I
letter.
"Tommy TaddellH, you may answer."
a skewer, and continuel
it
with
transfix
"Rubber, colt'ee, ultimatiuns and insurII.—1. A letter. 2. Turf. 3. A notch.
until all are thus used. There should be
rections," replied Tommy.
4. Watching. 5. Made dry. 0. Extreme four
oysters threaded on each skewer.
point. 7. A letter.
Place the skewers on a double broiler
A CHATTANOOGA DRUGGIST'S
III.—1. A letter. 2. To lay in a hol- and broil about two minutes on each I
STATEMENT.
4.
]
low place. 3. Λ kind of premium.
side.
Robert J. Miller, Proprietor of the
Commander of an army. 5. A verb
TO ROAST OYSTERS.
Read House Drue Store of Chattanooga,
from dare. C. An abbreviation of one
Scrub the shells and dry them. Put Tenn., writes: "There is more merit in
of the days in the week. 7. A letter.
them into a baking pan and place in a Foley's Honey and Tar than in any
The calls for it
hot oven for about twentv minutes. I other cough syrup.
Poem,
American
Familiar
Mo. 07.—A
Serve on hot dishes or turn the contents I multiply wonderfully and we sell more
I
season
other
of it than all
of the shells into a hot tureen and
cough syrups comI
with butter, pepper, salt and lemon bined." F. A. Shurtleff Λ· Co., South
Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
juice.

El/s Cream Balm

Anvone «ending « sketch and description may
quickly iwruin our opinion free whether an
Invention is probably patentable. Communications strictly confidential. Handbookoa Patent·
«eut free. oldest agency for securing patenta.
Patent» t;Ui"i tnrouirh Uunu Λ Co. receive
tptcuii notfc', without chante, lu tho

companion,

tar

min-1

OPTICIAN,

Mrs.

rouches for this:

Oyster Recipes.

Remove the oysters from their liquor
tS^-Timaitomatlo·*.
Make the following transformations and rinse. Strain the juice and put them
together into a saucepan. For a quart
by changing the middle letter:
of oysters add a tablespoonful of butter,
Change no value to something to four
tablespoons of rolled cracker
wear.
crumbs, one-half teaspoonful salt, oneChange an unfortunate man to an af- fourth teaepoonful of pepper and a cupfectionate man.
ful of cold water. Boil for two minutes
and remove from the fire. Just before
Change a trial to an edible plant.
Change a priest's robe to something serving stir in four tablespoonfuls of

DAMES mND DAUGHTER8.

jostmlstrees of Troy Grove, III., for
At a recent performance at this theatre ( Ifty years.
m overdressed woman, after rustling
Miss Alice Spencer Geddes will pub·
1 >stentatiously into her seat, finally comisb and be managing editor of a week·
her
at
looked
and
pro>osed herself
newspaper to be conducted solely by
j gramme. Opening it at the second page y
at Cambridge, Mass.
>f the bill, she saw in prominent letters, vomen
an
in
is
a woman, Mary A. Hall, who
It
she
which
pronounced
'Synopsis,"
kudible tone.
ends the movement to erect in Spring
"Pshaw!" she remarked, turning to Brove cemetery, near Cincinnati, a

OMTMpondenoe on toplo· of Interest to the l*dlt·
U aoDclted. Address : Editor Homemak***'
Column, Oxford Democrat, Puis. Μκΐηο

make yqu
taken at night
The New
feel right, act right and look
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
right. They cure Constipation.
is the largest school of music in the
I 1 ο c«nt* nod 33 coat·, at all drug store·.
and
its
world,
pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since it was founded in 1833 by Dr.
T0U WANT IT?
Ε ben Tourjee.
VV/Π L ■ WE ΛΚΚ NKVKK OUT.
Twenty years ago, when the depart- Λ postal or telephone to us will bring
ment of pianoforte instruction was being
a
developed, a few Ivers A Pond pianos you supply promptly.
were purchased.
Since then, as the conservatory has ex pawled, there have
SOfTH PARIS, ME.
gradually been acquired 26S Ivers A Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick,
Pond pianos. With the expansion inSand, 4c.
cidental to moving into the new buildthe
conof
directors
the
board
of
ing,
servatory have placet! their order for 31
additional Ivers & Pond pianos, making
S.
a total of 299.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than 20 years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.
SOUTH PARIS, ME.

I

rhought She had Seen it Before.
Dr. C. W. Crawford, manager of the
5rand Opera House, at Spencer, Iowa,

Don't fail

to see the

RANGE

Deering Ideal Mower,
Horse Rakes,

Hay Tedders,

and Waiter A. Wood

Harvesting

Machinery,
have

We also

Second Hand

Machines, Rakes, etc.,

bargains.
Iways on

A

at

line of

good

hand.

good
repairs

A. W. Walker & Son,
South Paris, Maine.

Defective
β one
( >us

Eyesight

of the chief causes of S moet nerv-

disorders.

Properly fitted Glasses
majority of cases.

will afford relief in the

EXAMINATION FREE.

J. Franklin Harris,
j SOUTH

No. 4 Odd Fellows Block,

PARIS,

MAINE.

with the patent revertable flue
50 cts. down and 50 cts.

fuel.

saves

a

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.
Picture Frames
and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors

&

Mouldings «JL

High Grade

Portrait Work

in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

Nichols St.,

SOUTH PARIS.

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

Optleian.

iiuxrori
NORWAY, MAINE,

SALESMEN WANTED

our

latere*»·

la Oxford and adjacent countle».
Salary or
commUalon. Add rest
OIL
THK VICTOB
COMPANY.

Clmlaad, Ohio-

